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Fighting Submarines with Elevators 

When the American people answered Navy and provided automatic leveling t 
“War” in 1917, no matter was of more __ elevators for the delivery of the mines 
importance than thereadjustment of the from the hold of the mine layers to the 
great industries to the conditions of war, | main deck, where they could be put 

| and no contribution to nationaldefense overboard at such frequent intervals 
was more exacting than that of the Otis —_as to make the laying of the barrage a 
Elevator Company. success. i 

It was a long way from the ordinary In an article published several years 
operations ofbusiness buildingsthrough- ago, Captain Belknap, U.S.N., who was 

| out the country to the North Seain war in command of the mine laying squad- i 
| time, yet strangely enough Otis auto- ron at the time, stated that in the nine | 

matic leveling or micro-drive elevators months or more of operation, in which ! 
| proved one of the most valuable innova- _ sixty thousand mines were handled in 
i tions in connection with naval warfare. and out, as well as many more in the 
\ Up to the time the American Navy course of drills, there was only one 
| became a factor in the World War, it occasion in which any one of the thirty- 
| had been impossible to lay, in the North two elevators was shut down. This was 

Sea, the contemplated mine barrage, the fault of the operator, nottheelevator, 
which it was hoped could be used to pre- _in that it was run too far up and jammed 

| vent submarines from skirting the north there for a few hours, but without 
| end of the British Isles. This had been causing any delay in the mine laying 

| impossible, because the time required operation. 
to get the mines overboard prevented In war as in peace, the Otis Elevator 
successful results. The Otis Elevator has become one of the indispensable 
Company cooperated with theAmerican _ parts of our civilization. 

Otis Micro-Drive Elevators, as developed for the mine laying ships and for the 
great Army and Navy Bases at New York and Boston, are now in constant use 
throughout all parts of the country ia office buildings, hotels, department stores, 
warehouses, terminals and factories. The automatic leveling feature eliminates 
“inching’at the floors, obviates the stumbling hazard in passenger elevators, as well 
as saving time in operation, and increasing the life of the apparatus. On freight 
elevators it also provides an exactly level landing to facilitate the handling of freight, 

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 
Offices in all Principal Cities of the World 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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\ \ TASTE throws wicked wrenches at machinery, in Size, weight, and costs are thus reduced. Resistance 

the form of excess friction, needless wear and _ to every form of wear is far increased. 
isali 2 i i - oe : 
ees Talay engineers tn ey. licisl reap Added factors in Timken endurance are Timken-made 
plying Timken Tapered Roller Bearings to protect . : : 

. . bearing steel, and the exclusive design which produces 
their designs from Waste. woe : mae Eyl : 

positive roll alignment in Timken Bearings. 

Timkens put steel-to-steel rolling motion in place of . dae . . . 

the old sliding bearings. This alone saves up to 30% Having BD. many possibilities for Mproving machinery 

of power costs where Timken Bearings are used. And = every way, Timken Bearings mee of vital interest 

far less lubricant is needed, another great economy. throughout manufacture, construction, mining, agri- 
culture and transportation. Timkens are bound to 

Timkens, with their tapered design, also give machin- __ enter still more deeply into the career of the engineer of 

ery higher capacity for bearing stresses from all tomorrow. You can inform yourself by sending for the 

directions, while simplifying the bearing mountings. valuable little stiff-covered Timken book, mailed free, 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON, OHIO 
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| AALLIS TEXROPE DRIVES 

(Patents Pending) 

| eS een aah The Balloon Tires i 
i , a & Ae | of Industry i 

| i i (y oe 
i /& | ama im Like Ballon Tires, Texrope Drives carry i 
| | » Ta FN Vo: the loads without transmitting the | 
| ch a i /// Vv iL i F| shocks and jars. They are smooth and | 
] gM) ij WD ott i a : 3 ' 
| ; id || aud a Th flexible, yet slipless, powerful and dur- | 
| ip i a 6 able. In addition, they are silent, clean, | 
| a ll ; i las : simple, troubleproof and not affected by | 
| mes dye | RP moisture, dust and dirt. 

a — | a Just as Balloons are replacing high i 
i , ie pressure, unyielding tires, Texrope i 
j > i py) Drives are replacing unflexible short i 
i es ey center drives and space wasting long i 
i oo center drives thruout industry. i 

| Where Smoothness Is Paramount — Write for Bulletin, 1228 I 
i Allis Texrope Drive Applied to Cotton Twister i 

| (iLLIS-CHALM ERS MANUFACTURING(O. 
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| i | PRINTING | | = 

i GETS THINGS DONE 

! i 
i It builds sales, creates good-will, wins friends i 

retains old customers, adds new ones. It taps 

hidden reservoirs of business, opens new mar- | 

i kets, carries your message to the four corners 

| of the world. 

I BLIED PRINTING COMPANY 
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HOW COME, MATHEMATICS 
By Parrick H. Hytanp, Associate Professor of 

Machine Design 

A review from A Short History of Science, byScdgwick & Tyler. 

fase mathematical science first assumed defi- one sixth of the four right angles at the center, and 

nite form in Greece, the Greeks were indebted to becomes one side of a regular inscribed hexagon. 
older civilization for primitive forms of arithmetic and This figure is common in Babylonian monuments. The 

geometry. Man, from the time when he had first reached assumption that the chord and are were equal led the 

the stages of intercourse with his fellow beings, had Babylonians to fix the first approximation of the ratio 

need of some system of numbers, and it was but na- of the circumference of a circle to its diameter, 7=3.0 

tural that fingers and toes were first used as counters. They also used 360 degrees for divisions of the circum- 

This is the well known anatomical basis for our den- ference of the circle. 

ary or decimal number system. The choice of nota- Egyptian Mathematics: About 2000 B. C. the Egyp- 

tion determined the rate of progress; and however tians used a well developed system of whole numbers 

great the capacity for inventing words to represent and fractions; a method of solving equations of the 

numbers, it soon became necessary to employ some first degree with one unknown quantity ; and an approx- 

system which would lead to a development of higher imate method of finding the circumference of a circle 

from lower names. We do not realize the extent of our of unknown radius. 

indebtedness to the comparatively recent Arabic no- Along the Nile the land was so divided among the 

tation, in which numbers of any magnitude may be ex- Egyptians that each one received a triangle of the same 

pressed in ten symbols. (These symbols are of Hindu size, and he was taxed accordingly. When the river 

origin, borrowed by the Arabs). overflowed its banks, some land was lost, and the 

Babylonian Arithmetic: The Babylonians used but owner would report to the King to have his tax adjusted. 
three symbols; arrow-head shaped characters employed The king would send a priest to measure the loss and 
on tablets. make a proportionate adjustment of taxes. Hence, 

The position of the arrow head indicated the number the necessity for some system of land measurement, 

it represented. The arrowhead pointed down equalled requiring the study of arithmetic and geometry; 

1, if pointed to the left equalled 10, a combination of also, this was one of the early uses of the art of 

two arrowheads, one pointing down and one to the surveying. 

right equalled 100, etc. With such a system of combi- Engineering construction in Egypt had developed 
nations, numbers running into the hundreds of thousands to a high degree as early as 4ooo B. C. The pyramids 

could be represented. The use of the words “thousand” are evidence that at that time there was an apprecia- 

and “ten thousand” to designate a multitude, occurs tion of geometric form, since in nearly all of the pyra- 

in many passages of the Bible. The Babylonians em- mids the slope of the sides is 52°, and the bases are 

ployed fractions to a limited extent, they used a table nearly uniform. In the third century A. D., Porphyry 
of squares and cubes, and employed arithmetical and says, “From antiquity the Egyptians have occupied 

geometrical progressions. They also introduced a sys- themselves with geometry, the Phoenecians with num- 

tem of weights and measures, the unit of weight depend- bers and reckoning, the Chaldeans with theorems” (The 

ing on that of length, as in the modern metric sys- Phoenecians at that time were the world’s merchants 

tem. and traders). 

Babylionian Geometry: The use of the circle led to Greck Mathematics: The Greek philosophers drew a 

the discovery that a chord equal to the radius subtends sharp distinction between the art of calculation (logis- 

is ee
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Lone 2 xe Beok I was on triangles and the theory of parallels; 
wa HOW MANY ?) “4 Wty, : Book If on quadratic equations which to us seem less 

- ve i BY obscure than they appeared to the Greeks at that time. 

S \ ee, / a é yo Book III deals with the circle, and Book IV_ with 
a ; ae La inscribed and circumscribed polygons. This series of polyg 

S | egy books contained a general treatment of arithmetic, 
» AS, Cs ae “i en 

a fi, 5 >> 3 geet algebra and geometry. The Elements of Euclid have 
| BN Sa. i & * 

| RRGe - a i ae exerted an immense influence upon mathematical devel- 
y tes 1s \ ‘ ant 2e1)ECC 4 r smainticg adlao, chi Mae ow “t +) opment, especially upon mathematical pedagogy. Archi- 

| yL ait ' imedes (278 B. C.) was a great mathematician and 
ae ‘ : : 

aa Ly Be engineer. He laid the cornerstone of mechanics, and, 
Fe ie <. . . . soe rp . 
a = PES EF it is said, anticipated the calculus. The works of Archi- 

ey ES ie 
. vs . Hh: . medes (278 B. C.) include books on the parabola, the “ 7 1 , Fingers and Toes were first used as counters’. sy : . : . 

‘ sphere, circle, spirals, conoids, and spheroids. Plutarch 

tic) and the science of numbers (arithmetica). They says that it is not possible in all mathematics to find more 

deemed the art of calculation unworthy of the atten- difficult aS and MIOTe intricate questions, and 

tion of philosophers, and perhaps to this attitude may Ore simpre and lucid explanations than those piven 

be attributed the fact that the Greek mathematics by Archimedes. This was due to his incredible effort, 
was weak on the analytical side, and reached its high- but to all appearances, casy and unlabored results. As 

est development after about two centuries. ae eHgileen, Archimedes has been given the title ot 
: < ‘ “the technical Yankee of antiquity”. This skill was 

It was in geometry that the Greek philosophers ex- . a . : . 
- : : used extensively as a military engineer to build, devise 

celled, perhaps because the Grecks loved symmetry in 2, 5 : 
- +e . and handle, engines of war used by the Syracusans to 
form and had a gift for logic. e : “ 

The d f the bith of Pvt é daubetil, 1 repel the attacking Roman armies. 
* ale le bir thagoras 1s oo . ae 

1 ee ne . 1 rth - ‘ oe i, doubtinl, but Che ancient mathematicians had. not the resources of 
to him 1 ‘ rib a ITO r a SE ythagorean propo- : : 
vos i mle } or for a“ 1 > 1 sol b propo analytical geometry and the calculus, which, tho an- 

a1 amitiar to atmos every 1g) SC. fs ee . . 
ten”, fw toa t every hight school boy ticipated by them, were not invented until some cen- 
The fifth century B. C. is famous as the “Golden  turies later 

f ircece.. WMas f “lis 79 ~ 7 24 a pe . . : 
\ge of Greece.” THippias of Elis (420 B. C.) invented With the decline of Alexandrian learning, the Roman 
the famous quadratrix, a curve which served to solve Empire was in the ascendancy, and one of the striking 

the celebrated problems of the times, viz., the quadra- facts of history is the total lack of any evidence of 

ture of the circle and the trisection of an angle. About yea] interest in science or scientific research under 
1 7 “A , eche 1 fre, ot] q woe por : : 

this time the well known scheme of “reductio ad Roman dominion. There is one notable exception, how- 
a” pe ” "ae CO re. i e rm eOT > . : . absaurdunv” was employed in the proof of theorems. ever, in that the Romans were far superior to all their 

It was under Plato’s influence, altho he himself predecessors and, until very recent times, to all their 

Was not a mathematician, that accurate definitions were successors, in military and civil engineering, Roman 

formulated, methods of proof criticized, and systema- forts, roads, acqueducts, theatres, baths, and bridges 

tized, and pure logic insisted upon in the study of show evidences of it; and never before or since has any 
mathematics. Such axioms as “equals subtracted from empire built so many and such enduring monuments 

equals leave equals”, date from this period, Plato for the service of its people. 
spenks f a 108 nA a Ic . ry on: ff a is . : —_ : : speaks of the ignorance of his country men: “He is Hindu Mathematics: The Hindus were influenced by 

unworthy of the name of man who is ignorant of the Greek learning and made contributions in arithmetic, 
fact that the diagonal of a square is commensurable 

with its sides”, Plato is credited with having discovered ahs 

the analytical method thru) which mathematics was MLL CALL 7 LAK N 

raised to a science comparable with the science of THAT A TANKS { IF eS 
. 7 ae 

medicine, \ large number of the followers of Pytha- a, ae . 

goras and Plato contributed new discoveries to mathe- (=E}== AS ( 

matical science, many of them at the time being con- Cape Ce os wy 
: aa A = > 

sidered as the unprofitable amusement of a specula- Ve Seer \d yy aC} 

tive brain as Bo\ ORE Wes, 
Shihat ee - i Toe) 

ns ae + — Sas L/P ee wre Phe Alexander school of Greek | mathematicians SSE ee UA Woe 
: 4 3 Sea Thy 

was brought about by the subjugation of Egypt by ae 

Alexander the Great in 330 B.C. The fame of Alex- \ 

andria soon eclipsed that of the Athens, and the scholars op z 
# “ . a ite . ag 

of the times flocked to Alexandria as a_ scientific i> 

center. It was here that Euclid wrote his elements, a GigE Ne 

series of thirteen books and a systematic introduction Archimedes — “The Technical Yankee of Antiquity’ — 
to Greek mathematics. designed engines of war.
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algebra, and trigonometry, branches in which the Geometry was used by the architects and artists of 

Greeks were weak, Ara-bhata (530 A. D.) used the the early Renaissance, especially in perspectives. Raph- 

value 7 as 3.1416, and compiled tables of sines for ael includes himself in a group of mathematicians. 

certain angles. That the Hindus were acquainted with Robert Recorde published a book on arithmetic in 

the so-called “humanizing of knowledge” is shown in 1540, which was one of the earliest mathematical books 

the problem book of Bramagupta. “Two apes lived at printed in English. His book was called Grounde of 
the top of a cliff of height roo, whose base was dis- <rtes and ran thru twenty-seven editions. He employ- 

tant 200 from a neighboring village. One descended the ed the symbol -++, ‘“‘whyche betokeneth too muche, as 

cliff and walked to the village. The other flew up a this — plaine without a cross-line betokeneth too lit- 

height x, and then flew in a straight line to the village. tle.” He used the sign = for equality, which he says 

The distance traversed by each was the same. Find x.” he selected because “noe 2 thynges can be moare equalle” 

“Beautiful and dear Lilavati, whose eyes are like the than two parallel straight lines, 

fawn's! Tell me what are the numbers resulting from Niccola Fontana won fame about this time by meet- 
one hundred and thirty-five taken into twelve? If thou ing a challenge to solve mathematical problems which 

be skilled in multiplication, by whole or by parts, whether involved cubic equations. He wrote a treatise on Nian- 
by subdivision or form or separation of digits. “ers and Measures in 1560, from which the following 

Tell me auspicious woman, what is the quotient of example is taken: “Three beautiful ladies have for hus- 
the product divided by the same multiplier ?” bands three men, who are young, handsome, and gal- 

The Hindus had no mathematical order, gave no de- lant, but also jealous, The party is traveling, and finds 

finitions, and were indifferent to fundamental princi- 0" @ bank of a river over which they have to pass, a 
ples, small boat which can hold no more than two persons. 

Arabian Mathematics: The Arabs themselves were NY 
not given to scientific study, but their relation to Greek ee . : 

and Hindu thinkers is important. It appears that about Ne ( _-a 

goo A. D., the Arabs were familiar with arithmetic and x 

algebra, and had a decimal system, they knew of the = 

chief works of the Greek mathematicians, some of ent on f 

which have come down to us only thru Arabic transla- Le oa 93 ? 

tions. . A pe h oe 

| The Beginning of Modern Mathematics: About the a - TN ay ws 

beginning of the sixteenth century, Leonardo de Vinci # A ay ia al as 

turned from art to science and engineering, and he an \ iP bo : voll 

is regarded as the world’s most versatile genius and 7 (tow y i i 

the first engineer of modern times. The printing press woe bs 

was invented about the year 1450 and from that time . eo 

on mathematics made rapid headway. Arabic numerals ‘One walked to the village — one flew up a height ‘x’ 

. were known, but the mathematics in the early univer- and then flew in a@ straight line to the village” 

| sities did not go beyond the solution of simple prob-  Jfow can they pass, it being agreed that, in order to 

lems in quadratic equations. The application of mathe- avoid scandal, no woman shall be left in the society 
matics in early times had been connected with trade, of g man unless her husband is present ?” 
accounts, the calendar, the needs of the military engi- Girolamo Cardan was a professor at Milan and Pavia. 

neer, and with the sines and tangents of the navigator ff was a man who had led a wild life, and his publica- 
and astronomer, During more recent times the appli- tion Ars Magna (1545) contained the solution of cu- 
cations became more important, and mathematics was hie equations fraudulently obtained from a rival nam- 
being cultivated for its own sake. Mathematicians be- eq Tartaglia, When Tartaglia read the book, he was 

came more and more a distinctive class of scholars, aroused and challenged Cardan to meet him in a 
and text books took shape. mathematical duel. 

The earliest printed book in arithmetic and algebra This took place in Milan on August ro, 1548. Cardan 

was printed and published at Venice in 1494 by Lucas got cold feet and sent his pupil Ferrari in his place. 
Pacioli, a Franciscan tnonk. Rules are here given for ‘Tartagalia was accompanied only by his brother, but 
the use of arithmetic and the extraction of square roots. Ferrari brought along a bunch of rooters. (In the 

An example from this text was “to find the original mean time Cardan had left for parts unknown). As 

capital of a merchant who spent a quarter of it in Tartagalia began to explain to the crowd the origin 
Pisa and a fifth of it in Venice, who received on these of the battle and to criticize Ferrari’s 31 solutions, he 
transactions 180 ducats, and who had in hand 224 du- was interrupted by the demand that judges be chosen. 

cats”. Addition was denoted by p or p-, equality by ae. Knowing no one present except his brother, he refused 

The introduction of the radical sign and of the signs + to choose, but said, “Let all be judges”. Finally the 

and — date from this time. duel was allowed to proceed, and ‘Tartaglia accused
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BOS mathematics in its application, especially in astronomy 

hs - and mechanics. 

oe, 68 ee Descartes invented analytical geometry in 1637. The 
ie REY , omy Ad, me ; great step made by this invention was the recogni- 

- a (3 ae oa is tion of the equivalence of an equation and the geomet- 

@ 4 (i a -f ae e rical locus of a point whose co-ordinates satisfy that 

. = eee »( OU equation. 

peas ( i , Projective geometry was developed by Desargues 

= : \ 7 | LETS WAIT FOR (1595-1662), an engineer and archiect of Lyons. But 
~ i GI THE STREET for the still more brilliant achievements of Descartes 

< eee: SAR: in analytical geometry, the art of projective geometry | 

“No woman shall be left in the society of a man unless did not lead to immediate development. The discovery 

her husband is present” of projective geometry was the result of observation on 

the cutting of stone in architecture. 

his opponent of a wrong solution, but he was over- To Fermat (1601-1665) and Pascal (1623-1662), 

whelmed by the rooting of the crowd which demanded we are indebted for the theory of numbers and pro- 

that Ferrari be allowed to have the floor to criticize bability. Some writers credit Fermat as being “the true 

his solution. In vain did Tartaglia insist the he be al- inventor of the differential calculus”, He discusses 

lowed to finish, after which Ferrari might talk to his problems in maxima and minima and enunciates the in- 

heart’s content. Ferrari’s friends were good loyal root- teresting theory that “Nature, the great unknown that 
ers. Ferrari gained the floor and chattered about a has no need of our instruments and machines, lets 

problem which he claimed Tartaglia could not solve; everything happen with a minimum outlay”. 

the game was called on account of darkness and Tart- John Wallis (1616-1703) in his Arithmetic of the 

aglia lost by one field goal. Infinites employed a process similar to integration for 

George Joachim (1514-1576) worked out the table simple algebraic cases, His analytical conic sections 

for natural sines for each 10 seconds to fifteen places, made the ideas of analytical geometry more intelligi- 
and invented the familiar formulas for sin 2x and sin ble, and his Algebra marks an important step in the 
3x. The notation sin, tan, etc., and the determination US of formulas. . . . 
of the area of a sperical triangle date from this Isaac Barrow (1630-1677) in his work on optics 
time. and geometry has a notable discussion of the tangent 

In 1582 the Julian calender was superceded by the problem and what he calls the differential triangle, 

calendar of Pope Gregory. 

John Napier published at Edinburgh, in 1614, his (He's a sum DN 

Mirifici Logarithmorum Canonis Descripto. The time a «aR 

was ripe for the discovery of logarithms, and his table se ee yi 

received an enthusiastic reception. Napier had been so gS ; <3 S 

interested in trigonometric application that his table . ae, AES 42) 

consisted not of abstract numbers but of seven place ge “yy HEN o/y =), < a a 

logarithms of the trigonometric functions of each —_ ae Yad. SOY 

minute. In 1615 Henry Briggs of Oxford developed Za yo _ a \ 

methods of interpolating between, and testing the ac- Me SNA GZ [-/ a 
curacy of logarithms. He gives the logarithms from 1 SO*S YOUR SALES YF Yep 
to 20,000, and from go— to 100,000 to fourteen places, eto MAN SOS o a 

and also a ten place trigonometric table with an an- (lS 

gular interval of 1o seconds. E ae 

Vilacq of Leyden soon after filled the gap in Brigg’s “The game was called on account of darkness, and 
tables and this is the basis for the tables since pub- Tartaglia lost by one field goal” 

lished. The first tables to the base of e, commonly called s9 important in the modern elementary differential cal- 

Napierian, were published in 1619. In more recent culus. Barrow was a teacher of Isaac Newton at Cam- 

times, methods of interpolation have been employed bridge. Isaac Newton was born December 25, 1642, 

which are more powerful and less laborous.Among the within a year after the death of Galileo. He was des- 
computations of the sixteenth century was Ludolph von  tined to become a farmer, but, fortunately, at the age of 

Ceulen’s computation of a to thirty-five places, using seventeen, he was sent to college where he quickly mas- 

regular polygons of 96 and 192 sides. German writers tered the work of Euclid, Descartes, and Wallis. He 
sometimes attach von Ceulen’s name to this important discovered the binomial theorem and attacked the great 

constant. problem of gravitation by comparing the motion of 
Galileo Galilei (Galileo) (1638), Stevinus of Bruges the moon with that of a falling body near the earth. 

(1548-1620), and Bruno (1548-1600) contributed to (Continued on page 256)
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SUGGESTIONS FOR MAKING GRAPHS 

By L. S. Batpwin, Instructor in Mechanical Drawing 

EXCELENT technical and scientific arti- curve * 
cles and reports are so frequently weakened 8 

by the crudely drawn curves and graphs ac- P| | / 
companying them that a few random notes Lt [| 
on standard practice in regard to the prepara- | [vacuum TUBE CHARACTERISTICS / 
tion of diagrams may be of some value to stu- 7 UV-201, C-301A, DV-2 

dents and others who are familiar with such | Sorncee OWERNGE woReINGTOLEKEE a 
work. uf VARIOUS NUMBERS OF"B* BATTERIES SHOWN. 

Most curves are rough plotted on graph paper I | | | | 

and later traced for blueprinting or photograph- 6 — TEE | 
ing for cuts and printing. Before tracing the | | /| 

curves it is well to consider the proportions 8 ot —- ; 

of the graph rectangle, and the amount of g | | | [ | [ | / 

space on the page which it will occupy. The S 5 en rn — 

original plot may have awkward proportions on S$ | | | | [| | / | 

the page. The average report or bulletin page s aa an 1 

allows a printed area of four by six and one- 8% | / // /| 
half inches. If the cut is to fill the entire page, 34 ia / 
these dimensions may be slightly exceeded; but i Pi i | tt yl ASS | 

if some type is to appear on the same page, the 8 / V 
width of the cut should be exactly four inches, §& ri tte LA UV ES 

and the height not more than two-thirds of the y, 3 | ‘| 

printed area, and less if possible. Two or three * |_| 

lines of type above or below the cut makes a Grid Bias Voltages —0.0 0.0--15—3.0-45 50— 
bad looking page. The desired proportions are /| / j 

easily obtained by changing either the horizontal 2 1 \/ 

or vertical scale. If necessary, special lines can ri | | VWAZ \/ | 
be ruled on blank paper and the curves re- y Y i a ERA ZAZA 

Curves plotted on graph paper should not / 

ordinarily be photographed for the final cuts. AZ A A/Z | | dS 

if the scale lines are blue they will not photo- 

graph. This feature is, however, often valua- ||| aoe | 

ble, for complex masses of curves need not be ° 20 ZO 60 80 700 

traced and such scale lines as are desired can 1 ' Plate slge | ' 

be ruled in with black ink. Red lines photo- / A mbar bf" 8 Raneres 4 5 
graph as well as black, but the multiplicity of 

lines is confusing, the resulting dark tone spoils A good illustration of how it ought to be done 
the appearance of the page, and the lettering is diffi- : 

cult to read. It is much better practice to trace the orig- standardization of line weights and letter heights for 
inal graphs and include only a few of the scale lines, the entire series of drawings, and is more difficult 

which will make a clear and open cut, as illustrated. when the originals are of various sizes. If such is the 
The relative weights of the various lines are of im-  C@S¢ lines of equal weight on the originals will reduce 

portance, As the curves themselves should stand out in unequally in cuts of equal size, Line widths and letter 
contrast to everything else, they should, of course be heights for the larger sheets must be heavier and higher 

heaviest, the border lines somewhat lighter, and the ' Proportion. The publishers of technical journals 
scale lines lightest. If the latter are numerous, those have carefully worked out systems of standards for 

corresponding to important numbers may be of double lines and letters for reductions from one) £0 eight. Only 
weight, The appearance of the pamphlet or bulletin by such method can anything like uniformity be ob- 

is greatly enhanced if all graphs appearing therein are tained. 
uniform in arrangement, line weight and height of When several curves are plotted on the same graph 

lettering. This can be accomplished only by systematic - (Continued on page 260)
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A NEW TYPE OF SPILLWAY 
By Avorpm J. Ackerman, Senior Flectrical 

Te past three years witnessed an outstanding It is particularly noteworthy that the new spillway 
development in the design of water power plants, in its practical applications has made possible two 

resulting in a great reduction in the cost of such engineering achievements of no little importance. 

projects, The Alcona development was built on unprecedented 
In the Alcona Development, completed in 1923, foundation conditions which were studied by a num- 

and the Hodenpyl Development, completed in 1925, ber of the country’s foremost construction engineers be- 
both in Michigan, the usual type of outside spillway fore a satisfactory solution of the problem was found. 
has been replaced by the new Conduit or Tefft Tube The Conduit spillway provided for a single cubical 
Spillway, and instead of — the spectacular wa- structure and economies of construction which greatly 
ter falls over the dam only a churning and hurried simplified the problem. (A meager description is given 
tailrace below the power house indicates the passage in Power, Vol. 59, 1924, p. 212.) 
of excess water. The same type of construction made feasible the 

The new design is applicable to low head develop- construction of the Hodenpyl development as the 
ments where the power house acts as a section of highest head dam in the world on soil foundation. as 
the main dam, and mercly requires sufficient additional far as is known, and with a spillway through it. The 
excavation to permit the con- normal head is 65 feet and the 
struction of sluice-ways under dam is provided with addi- 
the power house. The sluices EDITOR’S NOTE tional to feet freeboard, which 
are provided with suitable con- Mr. Ackerinann was assistant engineer would have required a tainter- 
trol gates and direct the excess on the Hodenpyl Development. This gate spillway of excessive cost. 
water from the upstream side article was written by him with the Advantages of Conduit 
of the power house directly to permission of Mr. William W. Tefft, Spillway 
the draft tubes, where it joins Chief Engineer of the Commonwealth In considering the desira- 
the turbine discharge water Power Corporation. bility of the new type of spill- 
and after dissipating its en- way, many advantages can be 
ergy, continues down the tail listed in its favor over the 
race. Thus the Spillway Tubes merely act as a by-pass ordinary type of _ tainter-gate spillway, among 
around the turbines as may be readily seen from fig- which the principal one is the great saving effected 
ure 1 showing the general cross-section of the Hoden- in the cost of the development. 
pyl Development. Besides saving the cost of a separate spillway struc- 

The Conduit Spillway is particularly adapted to de- ture, opportunities are made possible for simplified 
velopments where earth or rock-fill dams are most eco- construction methods on the power house, and the 
nomical, and where the rivers have a comparatively low total time required for the construction of the entire 
ratio of flood flow to normal flow, as occur in the lower development can be reduced considerably. A careful 
peninsula of Michigan. The two developments previ- estimate indicated a net saving of over $260,000 on a 
ously mentioned occur on rivers where the entire flood $2,000,000 development originally designed with outside 
flow is easily handled. spillway. Under certain foundation conditions this 

In general a conduit spillway under the full cross- amounts to as much as 43 per cent of the total con- 
stream width of the power house may be assumed to — struction cost. 

replace a tainter-gate spillway of equal width for low Tests on one of the plants have indicated that the 
heads, and more than equal it for higher heads. For Conduit Spillway gives a decided head-increaser efiect 
flashy rivers the application of a combination of the of about 4 per cent of additional K. W. hours 
two types of spillway proves economical and desirable generated during the spilling season over the en- 
from both a construction and operating standpoint. ergy delivered when the excess water is discharged 
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over an outside spillway. By altering the design some- 

what, a head-inereaser effect up to 17 per cent efficiency q | \ 
of spilled water can be obtained. : he | he \ \ 

Since the water is drawn from the pond at a consid- NO Sie Fe 7 
erable distance below its surface all of the ASDA DD RYN , \ 

winter troubles with spillways are eliminated. There ay : Vz ir, 
are no gates to freeze shut or to be damaged by ice, VAN N Ripe ed aan 

and the customary steam heating of one of the spill- BN i \y aS a. Tee bayonets! 

way gates throughout the winter is avoided. Further- b {a Pi 4 es a 

more, in case of necessity practically the entire pond > a ( * \ an We i Se 

may be readily emptied. Be Ase + \\ Mh oe 
From an operating standpoint the principal advan- 7 — ee ll ss aS 

tage is offered in the ability of the operator to control ae ENS Se 
/ the spillway valves without leaving the generator roon). L prt Zoho ge mL lt 

Since the Conduit Spillway requires a slightly deeper [Eulalia Pus fon lihinicinadime a WEES 2 

tailrace, improvement in the hydraulic conditions Removing Plaster Cast from Master Pattern 

there during normal operation when no water 
is spilling also tends to increase the efficiency of the ing over a reasonab'e distance immediately in front of the 

plant. power house at a point where the velocities are quite low. 

The spillway tubes may be supplied with emergency This drift catcher prevents submerged drift such as 

gates at the entrance which may be lowered and thus stumps and dead heads from ever reaching the trash 

permit inspection and repairs to the control valves with- racks; the usual log boom acts similarly for the 

out loss of water from the debris floating on the sur- 

pond. / ie Sa eS ee Fe ia Se face, so that in cleaning the 

Disadvantages of Conduit Se es, ere racks the amount of large 

Spillway a Le oe Use ite Tae ; trash to be handled is 

Only one real disadvan- Pe Ns Pars as Oe Lx very limited. 

tage presents itself in the a : > aia we | Most earth dams of what- 

use of the Conduit Spill- cog 4 . tes Hy ; Som: prot ever spillway design should 

_ way? “ water neccesary al 4 i te " — Ta be ne with an emer- 

passes through the power rt inane ga tli gency spillway, a very sim- 

rouse stvnnliine nt thus pee agi — ple expedient. In the low 

deposits greater quantities ace oe section of the earth dam 

of trash, submerged debris hh oT = R wt vee which usually occurs at 

or possibly slush ice on the — eS oone end of the embankment 

trash racks which, there- General Arrangement of Spillway Tubes and Draft and some distance from 

fore, require more atten- Tubes at Hodenpyl Development the power house, the free- 

tion. board is left from 3 to 5 

The possibilities of trouble from debris have been feet lower for a distance of several hundred feet and 

considerably reduced by the construction of a sub-  corewall and sheet piling in this section are omitted. 

merged drift catcher in front of the power house, which In case of an excessive rise in the elevation of the 

is merely a high fence of submerged wire netting extend- pond this low section is overtopped and eroded, thus 

causing a minimum amount of damage, suitable cross- 

aS dyke extends from the end of the emergency spillway 

tA iia : cok nearest the power house in such a direction as to retain 

{ P fe gen OL the flood waters and prevent them from reaching the 

if / BE a a ney > 1 y Ane power house or any part of the remaining dam before 

KS : ema Oe . LF entering the tailrace. Such an emergency spillway has 

IN. vd US ap Ky ample capacity to not only carry the maximum nat- 

2 AMS ea PAD sy * ab KA ural flood, but also the sudden flood which may occur 

NI #4 a a rik oy a be from the failure of a dam located farther upstream. | 

IN ‘ Lg be ig al a Fundamental Theory Involved 

LT Nae. celle Malle Ly re One of the essential features of the new spillway ts a 

Lah eo . y AE eee satisfactory means of arresting the destructive velocities 

Vgas * a us > Moe ete of the discharge water before it leaves the downstream 

vn « 9 Ane ee eo oa $ apron, and at the same time preventing disturbances 

——— - — which would affect the operation of the turbines. This 

Plaster Cast of Spillway Tube in Mastcr Pattern offered the chief problem of the design, and required 

eet i _e_LC_T_
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Sh Pete Ge en eae work, all of IV. ‘The shape of the conduit is important in order 
ug a 2 sign. to avoid noise, cavitation and erosion at the high velo- 
The best practical means of dissipating the cities that obtain. 

ae in the spilling waters for ‘the usual overflow V. The head of water over the discharging jet proved | spillway consists of dropping the discha i a shal- an i | actor. i i Cie i 
low so-called tumble bay where ie Sesh Gee ie Le did ee oe ee ne pt tee 
foam, thereby dissipating the energy into heat by fric- pushed downstream entirely exposing thea Heh bat when 
tion, so that the efflux will leave the apron in a quiet the high velocity sbreattt discharged into a quiet body of 

stream, a f sufficient depth, it did not affect the quiet 
The turbulence in the tumble bay is evidently depen- Soin See 4 considerable aistance from the end of the 

dent on the amount discharged per second and_ the nozzle, until it reached a “point of dispersion or mush- 
head, or, in other words, the momentum of the dis- rooming.” 

Sa ik ay ea ts gee mms tee ha ecu ; vay : discharge would not be affecte: he spillway waters 
ce uater wil “rel i" ‘he TP ee ogy are until both had reached the “point of dispersion”, which 
ntirely swept out by the rush of water, and its energy \as : ' 

is lost by churning on itself and against the structure. Wns Jat enough downstream wn die operon i es 
For tainter gate spillways this is of secondary impor- nits. 
tance so long as the turbulence is properly confined be- s 
tween retaining walls and cantiot damage the base or 1 = It was found that the most satisfactory means of 
adjoining earth slopes or’ foundation. Cestroying the FEMeMNDS CNETSY of "the: jets ‘was obtained 

For undersluices, however, the turbulence — is by ahcit impinging on a wettical wall (hadite: welll) on ‘dbeastoaedl <asliglc nee . the far side of the tumble bay. After passing 
minimized which prevents its reacting on the turbines ‘ int i 
in an unfavorable manner. First consideration was through the tailrace water any remaining’ horizontal 
therefore given to this factor in the development of the velocity * Coeeen EL ENG SHDMIEEEE Wet; BO the 
Tefte Tube Gpillways, Siies the-disturianees ave: a fine: water is discharged over the baffle wall and down the 

I y. Since the ¢ are a c 
tion of the tumble bay contents, a comparision was talleace: 28 @ quiet stream. . 
readily made between the expected turbulence from VIL. ‘The minimum elevation of the wall below the 
undersluices of a proposed plant, and the observed tur- surface of the tailwater 1S mainly limited by the CROSS 
bulence from a tainter gate spillway, (which was not sectional area required for discharge of the turbines 
regarded as excessive) by determining the amount of during normal Oper allons The best location of the baffle 
momentum (mass x velocity) added per second to each wall apparently aS JUSE beyond the “point of dispersion” 
cubic foot of tumble bay contents during spilling. The of the jet, and only sufficient additional apron is re- 

results of this theorctical consideration provided a satis- quired in the tailrace beyond the baffle wall to obtain 

factory basis to warrant further small and large scale the flare necessary to give a velocity off the end ot 
experiments. the apron that is slow enough to avoid erosion. This 

Experimental Results condition is not materially different than for the tail- 

The principal object of these tests was to confirm the mace: without ithe spillway. . 
theory as to the most economical means of obtaining a Tt is quite evident that 2 most satisfactory means 
satisfactory dampening effect. Some of the principles and of determining a suitable tailrace design is by means 
conclusions obtained are given below: of experiments on models built to scale for each pro- 

I. The dampening effect of the quiet water surround- posed development; but in general the dimensions Of id 
ing a stream discharging into and underneath the sur- tailrace determined by the requirements obtaining for 
face at high velocity is proportional to: the draft tubes, provide a tailrace in which satisfac- 

1. Velocity of the discharging stream tory operating conditions may be expected for the Con- 

2. Periphery of the discharging stream duit Spillway. 

as related to its cross-sectional area Predctermination of Operating Conditions 

3. Mass of impounded water in the tail- A careful study of the probable operating require- 

race and the amount of energy it can ments of the conduit spillway was made possible by the 

absorb. provision for a single spillway tube in the Mio Develop- 

IL. By making the discharge end of the spillway con- ment in 1917. This is one of the typical plants with 
duit rectangular, the area of contact with the surround- utside tainter gate spillway located on the Au Sable 
ing body of water is increased, and the dampening River. The object of the design at this plant was 
effect is thus increased. primarily to provide a more economical means of spilling 

III. Pointing the stream slightly downward at an smaller quantities of water, particularly in the winter 

angle at the discharge end of the conduit, flattens out time when frost and ice conditions made the operation 
the stream and thus increases the dampening effec: of the tainter gates rather costly, but it also made pos- 
from above and below, and at the same time reduces sible direct experiments and tests on the relative power 
any disturbances in the tailwater. (Continucd on page 250)
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THE ENGINEER AND STEAM POLLUTION 

By C. M. Baker, State Sanitary Engineer 

ENGINEERING may be said to consist of the what might be termed objectionable pollution, that is. 

control and application of the laws and materials pollution that will cause objectionable conditions in tne 

of nature to the uses of man. The engineer builds great stream itself either by its effect upon the public health, 

dams across the streams and forces the waters back in comfort or aquatic life and other natural or normal uses 

reserve power to be utilized over dry periods. He harn- of the stream, Obviously, what may be considered ob- 

esses the stream and in the form of electricity distributes jectionable pollution in one case may be entirely per- 

its power many miles to centers of municipal and indus- missible in another or vice-versa. 

trial development. He builds great industries on the The Problem 
} banks of streams, the wheels of which are turned by It is apparent from the above that the problem of 

their power. Through chemical processes he takes ma- stream pollution consists of so treating or controlling 

terials produced by nature and changes their char- pollution from domestic sewage and industrial wastes 

acter to best meet his needs but in this process he that objectionable conditions are not created. A num- 

frequently discharges into the streams materials so per of methods have been developed for the practical 
changed in character that they unbalance the natural cle- treatment of domestic sewage but the wastes from 

ments to such an extent that objectionable conditions jndustries constitute a alate difficult problem. A 

are created. He pumps water from the streams and method applicable to the treatment of domestic sew- 

wells through pipes to supply cities and industries and age cannot in all cases be applied to the disposal of 

CONSEEUELS: SEWETS which allow this water to flow back industrial wastes and if applicable, modifications are 

into the streams carrying with it the municipal and in- usually necessary. In fact, the problem of industrial 
dustrial wastes of the community. This adds to the waste disposal consists of a series of problems even 

burden of the stream itself to such an Extent in many more numerous than the different classes of industries 

instances that not only are the public health and com- which include the following: beet surgar plants; canner- 

fort affected, but the water becomes so polluted that jes; chemical, coal tar, gas, corn, metal and milk pro- 

tt cannot be used below for similar industrial purposes, ducts plants; mining wastes; oil and refinery wastes; 

and in fact in some instances the pollution becomes so packing and rendering plants, paper and pulp mills and 

great as to deteriorate the structures that the engineer textile industries. Various types of treatment are fre- 

builds in his control of the stream. Finally he is con- quently necessary for different plants of the same in- 

fronted with the problem of correcting a situation, dustry. For instance, in the canning industry, different 

caused by his own developments, that man may util- methods of treatment are required for the ‘canning of 

ize the valuable assets of nature and yet enjoy her different vegetables and fruits. Likewise the various 

pristine beauties and elements unimpaired, Oh man! you chemical plants require the application of different 

would kill the goose that lays the golden egg, then cry methods. Each and every question of industrial waste | 

for the plumage of the goose, more geese and more eggs. disposal, therefore, constitutes a separate and indivi- 

To meet your demands and whims the engineer must qual problem requiring a careful study of the industry 

take from nature the which you want for your com- itself, local conditions, the character and uses to be 

ort, convenience and pleasure and yet leave nature ‘ ate? 7 

in her original condition that you may still enjoy her made of the stream, ec. . | 

beauty, profit by her treasures and participate in her Uses of Streams 

pristine advantages. In cons:dering the effect of pollution upon streams, 

Pollution Defined consideration must be given to their normal uses which 

_ . . may be classified as follows: 
Technically, any substance other than natural runoi? . Ce . ne ope 

: : : (1) Human consumption as for drinking 
entering a stream may be considered pollution. In a Saree. 

broader sense, however, only those substances that 5, 4 : 

deleteriously affect the public health or comfort, Tish (2) Eroduction a food as for watering 

life, or other aquatic animal or plant life of the stream stock, irrigation and propogation of 

may be considered pollution. Even this definition, how- fish, 

ever, may need modification in its application to local (3) Disposal of wastes such as industrial 

conditions since the significance or importance of the wastes and domestic and municipal 

pollution depends upon many factors, such as_ the sewage. 

volume of the wastes in relation to the stream flow, (4) Production of power. 

character and concentration of the wastes, type of (5) Transportation. 

fish present and normal uses of the stream. (6) Recreational, including fishing parti- 

Primarily, however, interest may be centered upon cularly for game fish. 

7 nee,
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Generally speaking, public rights in the stream are (1) Direct killing of the fish. 
Jaramount to private rights. The most important use (2) Changes of natural conditions so that 
is probably for human consumption since this more fish seek other habitat either because 
directly affects the public health although in some of the condition of the water or the 
instances navigation is considered paramount. Opinions affect the wastes have upon plant or 
differ as to the relative importance of the various uses. lower animal life constituting fish 
The discharge of wastes into a stream is, however, food. 
often the only practical method of disposal and con- (3) Influence upon fish larvae and young 
stitutes a necessary and proper use provided the dilu- fish; that is, upon the reproduction 
ion is so great or the preliminary treatment such as not of the species. 
to materially affect the public health, comfort or normal Wastes may be either directly poisonous or toxic 
aquatic life of the stream, The amount of pollution to fish or their oxygen demand may be such that the 
permissible, therefore, depends to a considerable ex- dissolved oxygen normally present in the stream necess- 
tent upon the other normal uses of a stream and in- ary to sustain fish life, is so depleted that the fish 
volves an economic utilization of its resources, With this suffocate or seek other habitat. 
in view, the State of Pennsylvania, has adopted a policy If the dissolved oxygen becomes less than 2 parts per 
of classifying its streams into three groups: million, the affect upon fish is apt to be deleterious. 
(AX) Streams practically unpolluted, — (B) Streams Certain wastes such as fiber from the paper industry 
somewhat polluted and where the extent of regulation may also form sludge or deposits in the beds of streams 
or control involves a consideration of their present and and thus interfere with the spawn or spawning of 
probably future uses, also practical remedial measures — fich. Industrial wastes as a rule have a greater oxy- 
for abatement of pollution, and (C) Streams so poll- gen demand than domestic sewage. 
uted that they can be used only for the disposal of sew- If the pollution is such that the dissolved oxygen 

age and wastes and therefore, ihe only treatinent of is practically depleted, the plant and aquatic life of the wastes required is such as will prevent local nuisance. . re ively @haweéd. efeen plant and. aerobic 
It it believed, however, that it is unnecessary at the siteamn 8 enre’y ee ae - ! ees : : . . ‘ organisms disappear and lower forms of anaerobic ani- 
present tine to place any of Wisconsin's streams :n the mal life, such as worms and other similar organisms 
last classification. . predominate. Gradually, however, through natural pro- 

Effect of Pollution cesses of purification,—to be discussed more in detail 

Pollution may directly affect the public health, fish later;—the stream aay menoves; ‘from. this: “sick mands life, plant or other aquatic life of a stream or indi. UO? 80 that plant and aquatic life returns to practically 

rectly the effect upon any one of these conditions may in- itsi slormal, ‘state: 
fluence the other. For instance, plant life has a very Natural Purification 
material bearing upon fish life. Pollution may, how- In the natural process of decomposition or breaking 
ever, be present to such an extent as to affect fish down of organic matter, the animal or vegetable or- 
life and have very little influence upon the public ganic material is first changed into certain unstable 
health. In fact, some, such as acid wastes, may act nitrogenous compounds by the action of certain classes 
as germicides and thereby minimize the danger to pub- of bacteria that operate in the absence of air. The ma- 
lic health. terial is then changed by another class of bacteria 

The most important consideration, of course, is whe- Which operate effectively only in the presence of air 
ther the pollution affects the public health, as in the to the nitrate form, this latter process being one of 
contamination of drinking water supplies. In general, Oxidation, The nitrate material then becomes plant 

pollution from domestic sewage is the greatest factor food which is again taken up by plants and may be con- in this respect because of the disease germs that it is sumed by animals thus completing the cycle. A similar 
apt to carry, Tannery wastes carrying anthrax, how- natural process of purification takes place in a 
ever, is an exception to this statement. It is, however, stream when it is polluted with organic wastes. 
impractical if not impossible to prevent or control The capacity of a stream to receive and oxidize sew- 
stream pollution that water may be used directly from age and other organic wastes depends upon its oxy- 
the stream for potable public supplies without treat- gen resources which consist of the dissolved oxygen 
ment. The practical application, therefore, consists in normally present in the water, that which may be 
removal of the grosser pollution by sewage or waste supplied by growing plants and the oxygen supplied by 
treatment and finally by complete filtration and puri- aeration in passing over ripples and falls or due to 
fication of public water supplies. This applies alike to wave action. If the oxygen demand of the wastes be- 
streams and lakes although the latter usually furnish comes greater than that supplied by plants and aera- 
more satisfactory supplies because of the more effi- tion, there is a gradual depletion of the dissolved oxy- 
cient sedimentation and natural purification. gen of the water, although as the depletion increases 

Pollution may effect fish life in any or all of three the tencency to take more oxygen from the atmos- 
ways: (Continued on page 258)
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AN ENGINEER’S OPPORTUNITY IN 

A PAPER MILL 

By Grorce F, Hrusesxy, Senior Chemical 

Art this time of year, senior engineers who con- pleted, these mills could manufacture common paper, 
: template entering some industrial field are try- such as newsprint and wrapping paper, on a compe- 
ing to decide which industry will give them the great-  titive basis with mills in other sections of the country. 

est opportunity for advancement and to use their tech- In the course of the past ten years the timber sup- 
nical training. This is a particularly difficult question ply of many mills has been exhausted; they have been 
for a chemical engineer to decide because of the large forced to buy their pulp or pulpwood from Canada 
number of industries in which his services can be used. or other distant places and they have been unable to 

The path of least resistance is always the easiest compete successfully with papermills located near the 

one: to follow, but it usually ends disappointingly. It timber supply. It seems odd that papermills located far 
is comparatively easy for a chemical engineer to ob- north in Canada can manufacture paper and send it to 
tain work in some chemical industry that is under com- a jobber in Chicago at a lower cost than can mills in 

plete technical control; it is also easy for him to “sell Wisconsin that obtains pulp from Canada, and makes 

his ideas” and obtain co-operation in such an organi- the paper in this state. When pulpwood is sawed into 
zation ; but, unless he is unusually brilliant, his progress Jengths, chipped and finally cooked to produce pulp, 

there is likely to be slow. It is more difficult to obtain the yield is less than fifty per cent of the weight of the 

a job and to secure co-operation in some industry that pulpwood. The pulp is washed with water and, when 
has had little or no experience with technical men, but ready for shipment contains only about one-third pulp 
it is this type of work that affords an engineer the and two-thirds water. If the pulp is dried, a large amount 

greatest opportunities even though his path is not of steam is required and this increases its cost. Thus 
strewn with flowers. Between these extremes may be due to the greater amount of weight that must be 
found various degrees of difficulties for the engineer, transported by mills buying pulp from Canada, they 
and to illustrate these situations I shall speak of some cannot compete with the mills that manufacture com- 
personal experience in a paper mill. mon paper at the source of supply. 

Papermaking is an ancient art. It was known long This does not leave the manufacturer many choices. 

before any chemists or chemical engineers were in exis- He will either have to close his mill or manufacture 

tence. It is difficult to convince a practical paper- some grade of paper requiring special skill or paper 
maker that a chemical engineer can be of any aid what- that can be made from materials close at hand. The 

ever in solving the numerous problems which constantly opening of several large papermills in the South for 

confront him. If an engineer does succeed in getting the manufacture of kraft wrapping paper from the 

a position in a papermill, he will usually encounter diff- waste cuttings in the southern pine lumber industry 

culty in convincing the practical man that his ideas has made the situation more acute for kraft paper 

are of value. This is a discouraging prospect to an manufacturers in this state. 

engineer who contemplates entering this field. But A. special papermill, or one about to change to 

every cloud has a silver lining, and an engineer will the manufacture of specialties, is greatly in need of the 

find that once he convinces the practical man that his services of a chemical engineer, and he will find 

ideas are worth while, a papermill will afford him some enough opportunities in this work to satisfy his greatest 

of the greatest opportunities for the use of his tech- ambition. It is difficult to classify and to specify what 

nical training that can be found in any industry. Fur- types of paper should be listed as specialty papers. 

thermore, his work will be so interesting that he will They can generally be classed as papers made to meet 

spend the largest portion of the twenty-four hours at the particular requirements of some customers, and 

the mill. usually require a greater amount of skill in manu- 

The cost of transportation of raw materials for the facture than ordinary grades of paper. It would be 

manufacture of pulp and paper has brought about more difficult to say what kind of problems would | 

many radical changes in the paper industry that will confront the technical man in these mills. The only 

give the technical man more chances to obtain em- indication that I could give of the type of work and 

ployment. The papermills in Wisconsin in the last ten problems encountered would be to relate some ex- 

years have been forced to change the type of paper perience encountered in a mill that manufactured, 

manufacture due to the depletion of the supply of pulp printed, and waxed paper for breadwrappers. 

or pulpwood near the mills. Before this supply was de- I had the good fortune, two months after the mill 

ec ee _____



| 
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was started, to obtain employment in the laboratory; the technical man. A large portion of the credit is 
TI worked there a year before entering college. I also due to the practical papermaker who realized the value 
obtained employment in this laboratory during each of technical tests and co-operated with the technical 
summer vacation and also for a year while not at- man. A large portion of the credit is due to the 
tending college. general superintendent who gave the technical man 

When I started, the paper mills were enjoying the every opportunity to make improvements and who sup- 
wonderful prosperity common to all industries during ported and improved upon his suggestions. 
the post-war period of inflation. Practically any quality Needless to say, these results were not accomplished | 
of paper could be sold at a handsome profit. In a few overnight nor without encountering opposition nor with- 
months this was all changed, and it was impossible to out expense and the making of mistakes, Every change 
sell paper even at a loss. The problem before this com- made or suggested had to be proven in black and white 
pany, as the manager stated, was to make the best to the practical man before he would consent to it. 
quality breadwrapper on the market at the lowest pos- The first problem confronting the laboratory was to 
sible price. This gave the laboratory an opportunity to make stronger paper, First we found that the lack of 
show its usefulness. Prior to the period of deflation, strength in the paper was due to lack of strength in the 
the company had built a new beater room and bleaching pulp, and after developing the testing methods suitable 
plant where they could bleach the pulp purchased from for our particular requirements, we proceeded to be- 
outside. \ new type of beater was installed and an at- come “hard boiled” in regard to the quality of pulp 
tempt was made to bleach, wash, and beat the pulp in shipped us. A buyer’s market existed at the time and 
one machine. Previously much trouble has been encoun- the pulp mills were willing to go to almost any trouble 
tered in making paper that was strong enough for use, to satisfy our requirements, and under these circum- 
and after this change, much trouble was encountered in stances three different companies decided that they 
making paper that would stay on the machine. This would never be able to make pulp that would satisfy 
gave the laboratory an opportunity to aid in the solu- us, We obtained the desired quality of pulp, however, 
tion of these difficulties and, after it was shown that and the changes in conditions on the paper machine 
the technical man did have ideas that were of prac- were very pleasing. The machine tenders no longer hat- 

tical value in improving the quality of the paper, it ed to come to work because they no longer had the 
was possible to make much more rapid progress in prospect before them of running or hustling around 
technical work. An idea of the change in this mill every minute of their eight hours trying to keep the 

after about four years of work is given by the follow- paper on the machine, There is an old tradition in the 
ing incident. paper mill to the effect that “when a machine tender 

One day the general superintendent came into the is working the company is losing money.” 
laboratory and said to the chief chemist, “Do you know, After we had obtained a satisfactory pulp supply 
that if we could cut the number of breaks in the paper we decided that the only way to determine the desir- 
down to four in each roll, we would save $50,000 per able qualities of the paper was to test paper of various 
year.” He elaborated upon this idea and, becoming en- qualities by actually wrapping loaves of bread on the 
thusiastic, went to the papermill superintendent and yarious types of breadwrapping machines in use. When 
told him that he would have to cut his breaks down to we had determined to our own satisfaction the special 
four in each roll. The papermill superintendent decided requirements of this paper, we tried to improve con- 
that the general superintendent had had some poor cof- dition in the manufacture of the paper to meet these 
fee for breakfast and said to me that they would soon requirements. Most of these changes were made by the 
expect him to make paper out of nothing but water. practical man who was able by the results of the lab- 
About four years later I recalled this incident to a oratory tests to determine when a change was benefi- 
young fellow who had run a machine at that time Gay, Changes suggested by the technical man usually en- 
and is now superintendent and he said, “Why, do you countered real opposition from the practical man un- 

know, George, that if we had four breaks in a roll jogs they could be proven beneficial before the change 
now, I would think that something was radically as made. After a period of about two years, and 

wrong; I would chase up to the lab to find out how after much work, many arguments, and many trials, 
they ever allowed such poor pulp to get into the mill; we finally had a fairly complete system of checking and 
and I would look all over the machine to find out what controlling the quality of the paper produced in every 

was wrong.” At the time he said this they had just way necessary, and this mill has the unique distinction 
established a new record in running one of the paper that these tests are made by the machine tenders who 
machines for four weeks without a break during the formerly cussed them as “a bunch of darn foolishness”, 
running time. This shows that the superintendent’s but who now explain to every machine tender they meet 
idea about eliminating breaks was more than surpassed, the absolute necessity and value of these tests. 

although the saving probably did not amount to $50,- 

000 a year, this being figured on paper prices in the OO 

days of prosperity. Only a portion of the credit for this “What an individual makes of himsclf, determines 

improvement in manufacturing conditions should go to the success or failure of his life.” — Chrisman.
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WORLD’S LARGEST MOTOR SHIP 

Undoubtedly the outstanding fact Lae Pao Cy we 7. Ca 

in the development of the world’s as : fis ee man a5 oS ROR aN T fe 

| merchant marine is the rapidity ' aa ee Re] icy ae pea ga “Ln 
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| The latest and largest passenger JM SER og oy: ; iaiemmonne eae 

| motor ship, the Asturias, built by a ye Aes | ES he ore ess 

Harland & Wolff, for service be- = a y af ge er ae Ce ei a rt cn a 

tween New York and South Amer- ali See i Ree oid rt Sense Se oy ges ly “tcf aha, en 
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breadth is 78 feet and her depth ae age * “a i =e j ‘ peas 
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ir takes but a glance at our — . a Po 

illustration of one of the twin mo- { —. of ale co 

tors to show to what mammoth Aig ae SO a 

proportions the marine motor en- a ee ae Ce | 

gine has grown. This view shows ei AN Ee ee co ae el I | 

a complete unit as erected on the One the twin Diesel marine engines used in the “Asturias” 

floor of the shop and a strik- Courtesy Scientific American 

ing impression of its size is 

afforded by the men who are standing on the four high one and will provide sufficient energy to insure 

successive platforms that occupy the full height of the the steady development of more than 88,000 h. p. 

motor. The two new plants will be in the neighborhood of 

Each of the twin-screw main engines is designed Lake Maggiore; and most of the work in connection 

to give a normal output of 7,500 h. p. Each unit con- with their development has been centered in driving a 

sists of eight cylinders, 33 and 1-15 inches in diameter, 17 mile tunnel through solid rock. The Pallenzeno and 

the common stroke being 59 and 1-16 inches. The Rovesca power-houses will be linked with the well- 

engines are designed to run at a service speed of 115 known Italian Edison superpower system which, with 

ri p. am: the new stations, will have a total generating capacity of 

Scientific American Magazine 1,060,000 h. p. 

sa The Compressed Air Magazine 

ITALY TO DRAW MORE POWER FROM THE ALPS 

Alpine glaciers and the heavy coverings of snow 

cloaking parts of these towering mountains will fur- MAGNET ON TRUCK PICKS SCRAPS FROM 

nish motive power for two new hydro-electric plants WESTERN GRAVEL ROAD 

having a combined capacity of 88,300 h. p. The falling As a result of the success a mining company in 

waters emanating from the glaciers and snow will Idaho had in ridding a gravel road of pieces of old 

drive the turbo-generators to be installed at Pallenzeno metal by the use of a heavy magnet, the Idaho State 

and Rovesca. Highway Department secured use of the equipment to 

According to report, it will not be necessary to erect “clean” part of the Yellowstone Trail that had been 

dams to impound the flow inasmuch as the melting causing motorists a great amount of trouble. The 

goes on continually and at a rate which will insure at road was cleaned by a heavy lifting magnet suspended 

all times an ample supply of water to drive the turbo- from the rear of a 5-ton truck with a clearance above 

generators. Even though the minimum flow may not the road surface of about four inches. Electric current 

seem large, still the head available will always be a (Continued on page 242) 

Rt
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TIME SPENT (ccasionally someone endeavors to insert various engineering schools, thus putting the schools in 

IN COLLEGE jinty the minds of us student engineers touch with this new practice in the shortest possible 

the rather chilling thought that all the while we are here time. The incident is one that needs to broadcasted 

spending efforts on books and laboratory work, the as a suggestion to others. If industry will keep the col- 

practical person of our age is out in the world gleaning leges informed of changes and developments in prac- 

valuable experience and earning money; furthermore, tice, the training of students will benefit thereby. 
when we do get out, our book learning will be of no This is a modest suggestion, but it is a practical 

value, and being softened mentally by four years of one. 

books, we will have a stiff time catching up and may oo 

always be at somewhat of a disadvantage. . . . — : 

One must remember that the engineer is a pro- CONSERVATIVE “Neither Edison nor Steinmetz’, 
fessional man, and that his ultimate attainments are “ND: INTOLERANT remarked on observing faculty 

limited by his ambition, The non-college man learns YOUTH member in commenting upon 
a certain amount which takes him a limited distance to- Tecent elections to so-called honorary fraternities, 
ward success, and beyond this distance he cannot go. “could be elected today to an honorary engineering 
It is assumed that the man who has been through fraternity ; race, physical deformity, or 2 tendency to 
an engineering college has learned to think and how to be reserved would bar them. Youth, which boasts so 
find out things for himself; such ability penetrates all loudly of having thrown off the shackles of conven- 
limitations except the limitations of the man’s own tion and tradition,—even educated youth, seems unable 

initiadive: to throw off the conservatism and intolerance which 

The value of the college education in business is the strange and the new seem always to arouse in 

another matter. Roger W. Babson thinks that “men man”. 
training for the professions should go to college for _ There are on our campus, men and women, who are 

four years, but it is debatable whether most men train-  ‘“Ufferent from the great majority of their fellows, 
ing for business should do so”. Likewise, James B. and who suffer polite ostracism on that account. Most 

Duke, the tobacco man, says, “I don’t believe a college of these strange people, though strongly individualis- 

education does a man much good in business, except for tic, are highly intellectual and have fine ideals. They 

the personal satisfaction it gives him’, Mr. Duke goes 4 most interesting companions, once a person can 
on to name five kinds of leaders he believes necess- Overcome the prejudices their strangeness creates and 

ary in a community, to wit, preachers, teachers, engi- learn to know them. Some of them are certain to be- 
neers, doctors, and lawyers. He thinks that these lea~ Come people of note in after years. But they cannot 
ders should be college trained. make an honorary fraternity. It seems a pity. 

Like anything else, an engineering education may be The present practice of honorary societies is to base 

a detriment; its value depends on the man. It may elections partly upon scholastic achievement and partly 

curb his initiative and make him dependent upon books Upon personal qualities. The idea behind this practice 

and fixed precedure. But if he acquires the main ideas, has a certain appeal, but its practical appliction results 

which is learning to think, and can find out things, im the rejection of some first-class men who do not 

there is no height to which his energy cannot take happen to be good fellows and the election of some 
inte, good fellows who are only second-class men. 

HOW TO Industry and the technical colleges are 

CO-OPERATE seeking ways and means of co-operat- AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE A letter that has re- 

ing with cach other, but have not, as yet, worked out DULL AND UNAMBITIOUS cently come to this col- 

a smooth channel of communication between each lege contains a view-point that is so surprising in its 

other, A little trail-blazing is being done by the Ameri-  naivete that it is worth printing here. 

can Bridge Co., which evidently believes that the way “We are looking for a young man of rather definite 

to co-operate is to co-operate. The company recently type. The work we want done is the preparation and 

investigated the possibility of speeding the preparation microscopic examination of metallographic specimens. 

of plans through the use of pencil drawings. Having We want a man with the patience and determination to 

worked out satisfactory methods, it took another step: ultimately become highly expert in this work and we 

It prepared an explanation of its method and sent it to believe that the type best suited is one who is neither
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built in the laboratory, here is the promise 

of a dream come true. 
In communication research, men have seen 

a thousand great visions in little test tubes, 
hundreds of new thoughts reflected in the 
mirrors of galvanometers. 

A life-time of this work is waiting for the 
man who loves it, and under conditions that 
he has always longed for. A wealth of appa- 
ratus and materials, an abundance of knotty 

. problems, a group of associates who are help- 

Published ing in the great work—these are a natural 
for the part of this far-reaching industry. : 

Communication The requirements of communication call for 
Indust deeper, ever deeper inquiry, and not only along 

nausiry electrical lines but in chemistry and mechanics 
\ by as well—all science contributing the stuff of 

which the researcher’s dream is woven. 
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brilliant nor ambitious to become a general manager, material was invisible to the naked eye. The magnet 

but one who will take pride in establishing a reputation used in the experiment was made by the Electric Con- 

for himself as an expert microscopist, as one or two troller and Manufacturing Company. 

other metallographic investigators of this country have Engineering News-Record. 
done. Neither a full college course nor special training es 
in metallography is essential in our opinion. We have COLORADO RIVER DEVELOPMENT 

had experience in placing young technical graduates on The Colorado River is one of the great natural re- 
this work and the difficulty has been that about the time sources of the United States. It is 1700 miles long, 

they become reasonably proficient and of real value — rises in the state of Colorado, flows through Colorado, 
they become restless and anxious to progress to some Utah, Arizona and continues through the Republic of 
other work.” Mexico, emptying into the Gulf of California. 

The merits of the expert microscopist are neither here Four important developments present themselves in 

nor there. The thing that grinds is the assumption that connection with the development of the river. They 

engineering colleges are developing human worms for comprise the prevention of floods, utilization of the 

industry. The men who go out from Wisconsin vary waters for irrigation purposes, production of electric 

widely in capacity for service, but without exception, energy and water for domestic use in southwestern 

they are ambitious. Without ambition they would never municipalities, 

have made the sacrifices and undergone the self-dis- The Colorado River basin has been under observation, 
cipline necessary to acquire technical training. They study, and survey since the close of the Civil War. 
set no limits upon their ambitions because they cannot More than a million dollars has been expended in its 
tell until they have struggled, how far they can go or investigation by various departments of the Government. 
how high they can rise. They may not achieve their No less than 55 measures have been introduced in 
ambitions, but the struggle to do so will make their Congress providing for various phases of its develop- 
lives worth living. The question occurs: Why doesn’t ment. It has been under consideration by practically 
the writer of the letter put his own son into the job? every Congress for the past six decades. 

ee Among the suggestions for the river’s development 
. is the plan for the constructi f an immens t AN ELASTIC  [t would appear that the Delaware and bit HOHAE, O8 An UAMEnse fain ar - 5 : em oi Boulder Canyon. It combines in its purposes control of WORK-DAY IIudson Company, in devising an elastic Serene . me ‘ 2 . fo cf the floods, irrigation, and power production. The project work-day for the purpose of eliminating unemployment — , , . 

vol ie ; : 2 ie -, is a challenge to the country’s ablest engineers and caused by fluctuations in business conditions, has hit . » : 
“ : ty ; 2 should be the subject of the most deliberate review as upon a solution of one of industries’ most pressing prob- . : 5. Fa 

. « | af : ; to its physical feasibility. 
lems. Briefly, the scheme is this: The railroad’s forces . . 

rer The proposed Boulder Dam will be the largest engi- are based upon “minimum employment under normal : . : 
i ect# TER - 4 ceed neering structure of its kind ever attempted, the max- condition”. The agreement with the shopmen provides. . s 

: . i .. imum development being planned to raise the water that men will not be laid off until the whole force is : 
. . aA surface 605 feet, a height greater than that of the on an eight-hour day, nor will additional men be em- ‘ 

. : te _ Washington Monument and more than two and one- ployed until all are working ten hours, “penalty over- z 5 . . : a ‘ : . = gd fourth times that of the Don Pedro Dam in California, time being paid only after the expiration of the work : : : 3 7 3 ‘ a one which has the greatest lift of any in this country and day of the period as posted on the bulletin board.” The : ie os . - : x . probably in the world. The dam will contain over 
anthracite coal strike put the scheme to a real test, with . 3 ‘ 

pi se a 3,375,000 cubic yards of concrete, which is more than the management bearing the strain; the results so far : aaa . . » three time as much as the Assuan Dam in Egypt, which have been satisfactory. The plan has not been tested i 
2 : ay containes the greatest amount of masonry of any dam under conditions that require the ten-hour day. The : : . : : ; sen i previously built. The reservoir formed by the dam scheme may have something to offer to industry in : . ‘i i Ee ate een . : will be 120 miles long and will have an area of 157,000 Wisconsin, which faces legislation aimed at making ara : 

. . . s acres, which is one and one-half times as much as that it carry its employees over periods of depression. ‘ ? of Gatun Lake on the Panama Canal. Included in 
et this enterprise is the irrigation of what is known as 

ENGINEERING REVIEW the Imperial Valley in California’ At present this 
(Continued from page 239) land is watered by a canal running through Mexico. 

was supplicd to the magnet by 72 cells of regular The people of Imperial Valley have a feeling of inse- 
locomotive type storage batteries. curity and restiveness, however, due to the excessive 

In sweeping back and forth across five miles of cost of repairs, and because the canal, being beyond 
road in its first trial, the magnet picked up 150 pounds the control of our laws and customs, is subject to 
of nails, bolts, wire and scrap iron, all of which con- tampering and is a possible source of international 
stituted a severe menace to motorists. In cleaning one dispute. To correct this situation it is proposed to 
portion of the Yellowstone ‘Trail, three trips were made build a canal running from the Colorado river to the 
during which time 603 pounds of nails and scrap iron Imperial Valley, entirely on the American side of the 
were extracted from the road surface, much of this (Continued on page 255)
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| i >a F poorly and care- 

| Ce | lessly developed. 
at te te ttt ttt tt ttt At fe a Ra ‘ { 

if de ieemnainmeione meinen | ed all @ Have all your | + 

i A Shy Photo Finishing | 
I a i [°o* ~ oa i i KENNEDY'S | 4 done by us and j 
| = Lj you will be pleased and you will feel ! 
i ] ) | 7 : | 

airy Products i confident that your prints will not fade | 
Recognized Everywhere | | or datiorate, 

| for Ij | 
| ! | @ We offer you four different styles of |! PURITY ae | 
i d | j prints — ask about them when you bring | 
: an 2 ! i 

! you bring in your next roll of film. i 

— | DEPENDABILITY {| ! 
| lj | 
| ¥ Lj | 
| 1 j e@ : : ° i | i 
| Kennedy Dairy Co. | | {" [Sereanz 
i Perfectly pasteurized i Hovis E- i 

i MILK, CREAM, BUTTER, BUTTERMILK, Lj wm. J. MEUER PRESIDENT | 
| COTTAGE CHEESE, MILCOLATE. i Exclusively for the Amateur Photographer. 

l tj ! 
| Velvet Ice Qream tj | 
| Lj | z : ! i 

i ete feet Si re ten ee inna 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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A NEW WISCONSIN TEXT and industries in research. L. J. Peters, assistant pro- 

Aves’ recent publications of the McGraw-Hill fessor of electrical engineering will present a paper 

Book Company, /ntroductory Electrodynamics for entitled The Behavior of Radio Receiving Systems to 

Engincers is of particular interest to Wisconsin engineers Signals and to Interferences. Other electrical engineers, 

because it is a Wisconsin product. Professor Edward well known in their particular fields, will discuss prob- 

Bennet, chairman of the department of electrical engi- Jems of rural electrification, cooperation between the 

neering, is co-author with H. M. Grothers, formerly colleges and industries in research, and development in 

associate professor of electrical engineering here, and power transmission and distribution. 

now dean of engineering at South Dakota State Col- S 

lege. CHI EPSILON INITIATES 

Although the authors deviate markedly from the Eight junior Civils were initiated into Chi Epsilon, 

orthodox treatment of introductory clectrical theory, honorary civil engineering fraternity, on the evening 

the workability of the book has been demonstrated over of March 16. The initiation ceremony and banquet was 

a period of several years with the mater‘al in mimeo- held at the Loraine Hotel. Those initiated were Edward 

graphed form. The inclusion of much material that Birkenwald, Dave L. Harker, Robert T. Homewood, 

would ordinarily be omitted in an introductory course, Edgar A, Landwehr, Carl B, Ledin, Arnold G, Oettmeir, 

particularly the concluding chapters “Ferromagnetic Arthur W. Piltz, and Orland K. Zeugener. 

Materials” and “Propogation of Electric Effects”, makes The banquet was presided over by Prof. W. S. Kinne, 

the text a reference work of considerable value. Prof. C. I. Corp spoke to the initiates on behalf of the 

Chief among the features distinguishing the book faculty. The fraternity weclome was extended by R. 

from typical presentations of the subject is the man- A, Nelson, to which R. T, Homewood responded for 

ner in which interpretative discussions are carried on the initiates. 

in terms of merehanical force on the electric charge. a 

Vhis policy, which is followed consistently throughout ‘The engagement of Miss Martha Elliott Ashbrook 

the book, should establish with the student an apprecia- ex ’28 to Frank Hobbins Woy e ’26 was announced 

tion that seemingly diverse effects are related through the latter part of last month, The marriage will take 

the fundamental expressions for force on electrons. place late in Tune. 

The use, throughout the entire treatment of electric 

and magnetic theory, of a single system of units, ap- NEW DIESEL ENGINE BEING INSTALLED IN 

pears to a logically minded person a real improvement STEAM AND GAS LAB 

over the prevalent usuage of a mixture of three sys- A new 4o-horsepower Diesel is being installed in the 

| tems. This system, a rationalized Practical System, has gteam and gas laboratory to replace the old Weston 

been freed of the numerous conversion factors inci- engine which has occupied a prominent place in the lab 

dent to combination of Electrostatic, Electromagnetic, go, many years. It will be fully installed and ready 

and so called Practical Systems. for use the latter part of April. 

| TT The new engine, which weighs 13,000 pounds and 

THEY CALL ’EM CHRYSLERS NOW requires a 33-ton foundation to support it, is of the 

Buck, junior mechanical: ‘I see that they'll have single cylinder type, with a 12-inch cylinder and a 

to change the unit of magnetic flux.” 15-inch stroke, and will attain 1300 r. p. m. 

His Civil friend: “How come?” a 

Buck: “They aren’t making marwells any more.” Have you seen “Chris” Wiepking sweeping the 

~ Et mechanics lab of late? Or perhaps you’ve noticed those 

REGIONAL MEETING OF AIEE TO BE HELD HERE tiny beads of sweat rolling down poor Chris’s coun- 

Electrical engineers from five states will attend tenance as he demonstrates the proper method of mixing 

the annual regional meeting of the Great Lakes dis- concrete? All of this hardship has been occasioned by 

trict of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the resignation of Walter La Flash, who has been the 

to be held in Madison on May 6 and 7. Nearly 200 attendant in the mechanics laboratory for the past 10 

engineers from Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, years. Walter is now working in the Highway Com- 

and Wisconsin will attend this gathering. mission’s Testing Laboratory which is situated behind 

Professor Edward Bennett, of the department of the Engineering Building. His place in the “busting lab” 

electrical engineering, who is vice-president of the A. has been filled by Moulton Basford. 

I. E. E., will discuss co-operation between the colleges (Continued on page 248)
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Engineers are Cordially Invited 

| to visit us at our new location at the corner of Lake and State | 
Streets. Here we can serve you more quickly and efficiently 

i than ever with the same first quality drawing instruments, slide i 
i rules, equipment and supplies. i 

| 
| | 
i LAKE ond STATE THE CO-OP Ee ve bY i 

fn 
+ A Bat cei te me ee re ee HN nA 

| ! 
| | 
| ! 

#1) ae ter? 

i Ae | Geert) §©=PAY GOOD DIVIDENDS 
1 ae lg 
' NA Je Our successful experience in designing 

| and building Refrigerating and Ice Making Plants in the last half century is i 

passed on to the purchaser in the form of properly constructed and installed | 

| equipments. i | 

Specifications and Quotations covering any size Refrigerating or Ice 

| Making Plant will be submitted on request. i 
| | 
| I 

THE VILTER MANUFACTURING CO. | 
i 906 Clinton Street Established 1867 Milwaukee, Wis. 

| | 
at EN NNR BB BE Se mm 

tt tt AA tH 
| a 5 | 
2 ( | l 2 
I (D 5 3 © ] I 

ery y) RADIO sei 
iC xs i KENNEDY — CROSLEY RADIOLA i ES | 
ic aw Reasonable Trade In Values On Standard Sets. 2) 
' ©) i We Service All Makes of Receivers! | HS | 
: i | E 
1 Sa ; j CFESGIE | ey| BLACKHAWK ELECTRIC (0. |xexs| 
! @ i ENGINEERS — CONTRACTORS — RADIO ip) I 
| + 121 W. MIFFLIN STREET BADGER 1313 {(Ws7 

— Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. *
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

Arthur B. Chadwick, ch’10, has changed his address to Wenzel Fabera, m’25, since starting work for the Com- 

119 Fellows Ave., Syracuse, New York. bustion Engineering Corporation of New York has been 

John P. Gerhauser, ch’22, was married to Miss Yvonne very busy. He is in the erection department and states 

Washburn on March 4. They will make their home in that he has made many interesting trips to different parts 

Green Bay where Mr. Gerhauser is an industrial engineer of the locality to install new stokers. Mr. Fabera gives 

with the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation. one instance in particular in Raleigh where there was no 

Donald S. Grenfell, ch’14, is now manager of the Oakland white labor. Because the negroes employed were ignorant 

Plant of the Oakland Chemical and Pigment Company. His as regards to mechanical work, it was necessary for Mr. 

address is 766—50th Ave., Oakland, California. Fabera to do most of the actual installation himself, as he 
Merril E. Hansen, ch’29, who is with Illinois Power and was afraid that even nuts would not be properly tightened. 

Light Company of Decatur, Illinois, is now the father of His address is Combustion Engineering Corporation, Bankers’ 

Helen Virginia, who is six weeks old. Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 

eT Se S. G. Hillard, m’26, (Feb.), is now with the Public 

CIVIL ENGINEERING Service Company of Northern Illinois and is located at 

William H. Bradley. ¢’78, has changed his address to Joliet where he has been employed for several weeks. The 

960 S. Oxford Ave., Los Angeles, California. plant is rated at 50,000 kw. and is located four miles from 

C. B. Christianson, ¢’22, has been with the Engstrom town. 

.and Company, General Contractors of Wheeling, West Norman W. Mitchell, m’23, has accepted a position on the 

Virginia, since the first of the year. Also working in the Industrial Enginering Staff of Edward Schuster and Com- 

office there is C. F. Sloan, former instructor in Structural pany of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Engineering, Ernest Barnes, ©'22, and G. R. Schneider, C. H. Pan, m’25, since leaving school has been at the 
c’22. Mr. Christianson’s present address is at 206 S. Front Michigan State Auto School, but states that it is not for 

St. Wheeling, W. Va. . . engineers but for mechanics. Mr. Pan is thinking of tak- 
Robert C. Nethercut, ¢’25, who is with the Barber-Coleman ing charge of a bus line in, China. 

Company of Rockford, Ill., was in Madison the week-end 
of March 20th and states that he is very busy with his D. E. Stuart, m’26 (Feb.), is now with the Daty Engineer- 

work in the experimental department, and also the study- ing Company of Dayton, Ohio. His address is c/o of W. 
ing which is necessary. This company manufactures R. Knopp, Dayton, Ohio. 
machinery for many different industries, and is prominent Frank T. Wolfe, m’23, has changed his address to 681 

for its ne ee 65, wi th Summit Ave., Westfield, New Jersey. 
Irving Saltzstein, ¢’26 (Feb.), who is now wit e . 

Standard Fruit and Steamship Company R. R. at La Ceiba, J. Park Woods, m’22, Research Director for L. S. Ayres 

Honduras, writes as follows: “I am just about settled in and Company, Indianapolis, Ind., an. 8 letter to Professor 
the Tropics by now since I found a fine bunch of Americans Larson states that there is a position open here. However, 
here, living in quarters similar to the average college dor- the work technically speaking, is not along engineering lines 

mitory. This town of La Ceiba has a population of about but requires & tan with some accounting, natural matur- 

six thousand. My work, at present, consists in revaluing ity, ability to deal with people, and an analytical mind. 
company buildings for purposes of insurance. I have to How DO ‘THESE B. K. Breed, m’24, who is with the 

go out and measure the buildings, then draw a plan of may war Py Underwriters Laboratories of Chi- 
them, then a bill of materials and lastly, make an estimate ay a *e cago, gives much information con- 

of replacement costs. The company has two hundred miles (Ba ee cerning oil burners in a letter to 

of narrow-gauge line connecting their farms with La Ceiba, go Professor Larson. He states that the 

which is their port. After the buildings are finished, I will _ _ chief objection to them is the noise, 
be working on the line.” Saar “= however this depends greatly upon 

Lawrence L. Stebbins, c’24, who was with the New York the installation and type of heating plant in which the 

Telephone Company after graduation until March, 1925, is burner operates. Insulated pipes and floor stands usually 

now with the Ferber Construction Company of Hackensack, result in quieting any burner considerably. C. J. Koskinan, 

New Jersey. Mr. Stebbins says most of the work is in m’24, G. H. Taylor, m’15, and H. A. Lange, m’20, are also 
estimating, drawing, designing, and the letting of sub- working here. 

contracts. Since this Company does over 700,000 dollars 
worth of business a year there is plenty of work for all of 
the engineers. Mr. Stebbins also states that he has plenty MINING ENGINEERING 
of school work besides his duties in the factory. His Dean B. Ekstrum, min’26, is employed as Mining Engineer 

address is 186 Weaver Ave., Bloomfield, New Jersey. by the Montreal Mining Company at Montreal, Wisconsin. 

a E. R. Siren, min’25 is now also employed here. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING J. V. Mangold, min’24, is Mining Engineer with the Simon 

Casey V. Loomis, e’22, has changed his address to 416 Silver and Lead Mining Company at Simon, Nevada. 

Kenilworth Place, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Henry A. Lynch, min’24, has left the Mexican Great 

F. E. Stewart, e’24, is now living at 2827 Rio Grande Western Smelting Company and has gone into the interior 

St., Austin, Texas. of Columbia, South America on a prospecting trip.
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et i When you get a call and a strange : 

i i i voice says, “I got a check of yours i 

CUT PRICES ON and it’s just been returned marked 

i i i ‘insufficient funds.’ ... That’s i 

i HIGH TOP BOOTS i i one thing you can eliminate if you i 

i 16” RUSSET DRESS BOOTS | “bank at the Branch” for it is easy | 

AND MOCCASIN BOOTS i to get the correct balance any time 

i i i you want. In short, you can keep i 
: ] ' ; 
! Loy your account straight. Follow the | 

Corduroy Breeches cxcccnncanwnmnan $3.25 i the example of 95% of the ; 

i — : : i i student body. i 
: U.S. Arny Shoes, Leather and Com- i 7 = 

position Sole Special ------------ 3.75 i i 

i | | The Student’s Banking i 

| Regular Khaki Breeches _--------- $1.75 Headquarters — | 

| io] ! 
| ——————— | | The Branch Bank of | 
i Madison Army Store ; | Wisconsin i 
i FULL LINE OF WHIPCORD 1] ! 
| BREECHES | STATE at GILMAN i 

| Lol | 
j 126 E. Main St. Badger 7719 [| j i 
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CAMPUS NOTES 

Ing’ & ult (Continued from page 244) 

[eter cence ME > eo RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS ESTABLISHED IN 
| m3 ae Jah A. ae oo COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

Ye. ait el Af i nee For the purpose of promoting engineering research 

Ferner Nes. fag ee’ and the development of qualified research men, three 

le A, I, E ° 4 eS graduate fellowships have been established in the Col- 

| . go ti .. a] lege of Engineering, each tenable for a period of two Si 4 \ ts %X P years. 

fume’? , L ‘ <x ‘ony The salary for the first year will be $900 and $1100 

* a oe ; Cf ea for the second year. The fellow will be required to 
ee - “Sie Seria al =| devote not less than half his time to assigned research 
wn a lg tte pi work in the College of Engineering, but will in any 

— | oo ae case be given opportunity to complete his work for the 

oad ie . Pe eee PS ae M. S. degree within the two-year period. Candidates 
ie 5 ee ae ee gee must be graduates of engineering schools of recog- 

nized standing, and should preferably have had one or 

l fine specimen of the famous Diamond-back rat- two years of graduate study or teaching or engineering 
tlesnake, captured by the fellows in the crew near experience. 

Aliami. We carry KMnO4g and a quart of (?) as a cure Applications for these fellowships for the year 1926- 

in case of a bite, 27 are now invited. For further information and appli- 

Wm. G. Beatty, min’24, cation blanks address F. 

is in Miama, Florida. He ; . FE. Turneaure, Dean, Col- 

writes to Professor Millar, a - | lege of Mechanics and 
“From school I went directly ) i " | Engineering, University of 

to Camp Knox, Ky., for a ' ; j Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 
training course made neces- ‘ | . i 

sary by my having taken the 3 PRT A ee 
aavaneed Rieey course in ae Re Pai ee ah g! b . eR Kappa Eta Kappa, pro- 

the university. After camp was en vy a Ne Scan ie i ee wiak. fessional electrical frater- 
over, my next move was to ee Ty Ae sites i | ) ~ 9 : nity, announces the formal 

Indianapolis, where I work- oie Coe aes See on, ‘ initiation of B. R. Teare, 
ed sh photography and the pc a, a aad AN | Gunners ’27, Menominee; N. B selling of public Utility fe oe Teeter! ce. eee 2h ens g Ne Be 

Stock for the Utility Secur- Roe te So I Thayer '27, Antigo; F. 
ities Company. The photo- a oe =o — R. Collbohm ’28, Madison ; 

craaie, ae ba Le Valuable bay-front property is made by clearing salt W- cos SGiister 27, ia 
it would be. After several ater mangrove swamps, and then pumping in sand Crosse ; H. J. Felber ’28, 
months in Indianapolis I and rock from the bay bottom. Bulk-heads are con- Chippeway Falls ; L. A.Wol- 
left for Butte, Montana. to structed on the property lines where necessary. laeger ’28, Milwaukee; and 
go into mining. “Starting at D. H. Zillman ’28, Colby. 

the bottom”, as is proverbial with college men, I went from 

mucker to miner, timberman, then to sampler for the 

Anaconda Copper Company. z a ie . oT 
“After about three months in Butte, I received a wire : ‘ sk i die 

from my cousin in Miami, advising me to come to Florida. 
Later communications urging me to come to Miami finally x “ \% 
prevailed and I arrived in Miami on August 10, 1925. | ‘ 
“My work here was not to be mining or real estate sales- ; 

man—but Chief of Party in land surveying. Can you ‘ ek 
imagine that? My only preparation was T. E. 108. For i rN 
the first few weeks. I believe I studied more about T. E. \ has Bee 
than I ever did at school.—The work is such as running | i a ‘ in Z ae 
boundaries on property; staking out lots, streets, sidewalk Cem a ; a oo. 
grades; giving line for bulkhead work, cut off on piling; neal C7 ‘ e a 
estimates of amounts of earth needed to fill a piece of a “a es ee 
property; cut estimate for payment of dredge man, etc. / ct ca . A = 
M arty is the last one to retained b he com z ; pans " ik Au ee 

This, week will see the “ond i oe eee een ied Gene bd aN ot 
“From there I expect to go to Brittingham for a short ee a POTS OPE Pere 2 SON ON ON 

stay and from there to General Electric or Allis Chalmers 

— where I can find work with a future.” “A'gator with every lot” might well be the slogan 

a with several realty companies down there. There will 
“The making of a man is life work.” be many a’gator covered when this land is filled.
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EE 

in Better Beari 
| 

A thing to remember is that expense 
of bearing replacement and interrupted 

oe production is avoided when Hyatt Roller 
J mm Bearings are specified for new equipment. 

/ eae | 4 ‘J So engineers of today realize that the time to 
i vlee lead) \ figure on anti-friction bearings is when designs 

— (982) are being considered—not wait until ordinary 

| OR bearings fail in service—then rush for a 

» / | bled) remedy. 
CO faa . . 
\ Ate The cost of replacing bearings—even a ve \ ae Pp ry 
ae small bearing—often runs into hundreds of 

dollars. Gears must be stripped—housings re- 

In Every Branch moved—and down-time charged for produc- 
of Industry tion delays. 

Electric Railways The ability of Hyatt bearings to withstand 

Steam Railways severe service has been proved during the 
Steel Mills : é r 5 
Textile Mills past third century in many lines of industry. 
Motor Vehicles r hon t ¢ 
Agricultura! Equipment Easy rolling motion imparted, and their sturdy 

Mine Cars construction, enables MHyatts to outwear 
Power Transmission ‘ : + 4s : Lumbering Equipment ordinary bearings in like service. 
Machine Tools — y ‘ 
Contractors Equipment Lubrication three or four times a year is the 

ont ey Cars and only attention Hyatts require. This advantage 
Cranes, Trolleys and —and others proved in service—makes an 

Hoists investment in Hyatts worth while. 
Fans and Blowers | 

Electric Motors 
Conveyors HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY 
Reduction Gears NEWARK DETROIT CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO 
Laundry Machinery WORCESTER PHILADELPHIA CHARLOTTE 
and others PITTSBURGH CLEVELAND 

SD SS SSS PS ES SG ES SSS TESS 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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A NEW TYPE OF SPILLWAY noted that no vibrations have been experienced at any 
(Continued from page 234) time nor does the spilling have any effect on the tur- k é S spilling he 

output obtained with the operation of either type of bine operation except to increase their power. 

spillway. C - - 
? onstruction and Cost of Conduits 

Design and Operation of Conduit Spillkway A few remarks on the construction of the conduits 
In designing the spillway tubes it is evident that the may be of interest. 

= consislerations should be given to the hydraulic The six Alcona conduits, designed for 1,000 ¢. f. s. 

osses and, to the most suitable type of control and op- per tube, were of unusually complicated design but 

eration. The curvature should be gradual, and sudden gave good hydraulic conditions. The tube changed from 

changes in the cross-section must be avoided. The losses circular section of 6.5 feet diameter at its upper end 

due to entrance, friction, gradual contraction, curvature, to g rectagular section g feet wide and about 3.5 feet 

an discharge shoul be kept at a minimum by proper high at the lower end. In elevation the centerline of 

and cconomical design, the tube was a parabol i ia ol i i carve 
« Cesls . s a parabola and in plan a compound curve 
The most suitable and economical type of control  o¢ 3 foot offset, rs feet long. 

mechanism will differ for each development, depending . 
; Only one master form was constructed of wood and 

on a variety of factors. In the Alcona plant the flow... we. ct 
. : inside of this six shells were cast of gypsum plaster to 
is controlled by butterfly valves operated by oil pres- : , 5 ‘ 

se : . ‘ a thickness of 5 inches, reinforced by a layer of wire 
sure. \n operating tunnel which contains the cylinders on : . 

1 ec . Sas mesh. The outside of these shells was of the required 
and oil pumps is located in the structure immediately . : : : a 

an * dimensions and was painted with asphalt. The shells 
above the tubes. The butterfly valves are opened by the : a 

; : “ie : : were then placed in position and concrete poured 
foree of the oil pressure acting against a piston con- ‘ ; 

oe ., around them. Later they were chipped away, leaving the 
nected to the valve lever. The control valves for the oil s . 7 

desired passage in the concrete structure. The total cost 
pressure are located on the generator room floor, and : : i 

: 9 , ‘ of this system of forming did not exceed $2,000. 
suitable provisions are made for direct emergency hand _ . : 
control of the butterfly valves, The Hodenpyl Spillway has a capacity of 1650 G i s. 

Since the completion of this dam several valve manu- Per tube, and because of the higher velocities is lined 

facturers have placed an electrical control and motor with steel plate. Each tube was fabricated in four sec- 

drive for butterfly valves on the market, which seems tions, for Shipping, out of steel plate and angles welded 

to have several advantages over the oil pressure system. together. The tubes were thickly studded with welded 

The Hodenpyl spillway is controlled by means of Z-bars_ which anchor into the concrete to prevent col- 

sliding caterpillar gates, operated by a hoist from the lapse of the tube in case of vacuum, Each tube is about 

penstock deck, the same hoist that was installed for 45 feet long, weighs 15 tons and was fabricated at a 

the penstock gates. This plant is also provided with an cost of $3,000. 

operating tunnel from which access may be gained ; ; Patents 

to the interior of the spillway tubes through manholes. The Conduit Spillway was developed by Wm. W. 

Immediately behind the sliding gate, the mouth of Tefft, Chief Engineer of the Commonwealth Power 

the tube is connected to the atmosphere by means of an Corporation, whose applications for Canadian and U. S. 

18 inch air pipe which prevents the formation of a va- patents, filed in 1915, were granted under Canadian 

cuum behind the gate at partial opening. Although these No. 188,695, and U. S. No. 1,281,706 of Oct. 15, 1918. 

air pipes draw considerable air at part headgate open- Although actual experience may lead to  mo- 

ing, they do not destroy the vacuum on the draft tubes ification and refinements in the design of the Con- ) y g 
even at part gate on the turbines. duit Spillway, the pioneering activities made thus far 

Some of the photographs presented herewith indicate must be regarded as highly successful. Its possibilities. 

the condition of the tailrace during spilling. It is to be are evident. SSE s 

a 
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gg. Massachusetts Institute of 
} eae, f i i ‘i el " echnology ' 

| | PANTORIUMCO. | | f} Sge¥7 School of Chemical 
i Cleaners and Dyers Engineering “Practice | 

| SUITS CLEANE PRESSEL i ; SUITS CLEANED AND PRESSED 5 Tear and practical training at five industrial 
! at | plants are important features of the Graduate 
| 1.00 | Course in Chemical Enginecring Practice. Field i $1. | work is carried out at Bangor, Me; Boston, Mass., 
i Pressed only — $.50 i an ha N. Y.; in plants producing sulphite and | z : soda pulp, paper, caustic soda, chlorine, heavy acids | 

| and salts, sugar, coke, gas, steel, ammonia, benzol 
b\;, we Sra | and other chemical) products. 

| < Ta ew qs | The more important operations of Chemical Engineeri | Vai PD) gguist eget ae ple Uiaceic ! : LPS ST } tests and experiments on actual plant apparatus, thus fixing | OTD) | in the student’s mind the principles of Chemical Engineering i (A, . & i and correlating these principles with practice. 
z \F fee. 5 : The work is non-remunerative and ind d f pla ! og iy IN. ! control, the whole attention of the students beiig directed Gs | 3 ES | study and experimentation. 
i np CLI i _ Registration is limited, as students study and experiment f i in small groups and receive individual instruction. 
1 . ame I Admission r-quires ad t ‘ation in chemis' i 538 STATE STREET i enginecting. Able students can complete the requirements ter i Service B. 1180 Office B. 1598 i the Master of Science degree in one and a half years, 

| $5.00 in advance gives $6.00 credit i i i For further details address the 
i 

i SCHOOL of CHEMICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE i —l i Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. hs 

a a | ee | 

a 

Xp 

Cnc /UFKIN Fay 
fitigsaieds . AA 

2m) TAPES -- RULES -- TOOLS rere 
Paw INSURE YOUR MEASUREMENTS Veo) 

Ti ik aes 
A Nis 

. On Sale Everywhere Send for Catalog " 
eS i 80) ee oe CP rag ENS LAR THE [UFKIN fpuLe C0. é el 
2 Ay 7 a ips Sactnaw, MicHican eo fy 25) ne @& . eae ea WLAN Lush me New York Windsor, Can, ae 

es! 
Plecse mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 
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HOCKEY chosen. Prospects for next year look pretty good just 

The final games of the scason were played with Min- "OW for only two men are lost, including Captain 

nesota at Minneapolis and both were real battles, since Zdtner, senior chemical. He has done very well this 
they decided the championship in both the conference YC: and his loss would be serious were it not 
and the hockey league. Handicapped by the loss. of that there is other promising material on hand. Strong 

two of the best men, Wisconsin dropped both games, engineering wrestlers to form the neucleus of next year’s 
3 to 2, and 2 to 1, after furious battles. In the first team are Splees, Cole, O’Laughlin, Brackett, and Chao, 

game, Lidicker, junior civil, shared the honor of scor- all of whom have shown up well during the past sea- 

ing with Captain Gross, and kept up heavy driving S°?. With an earlier start next year as Coach Hitch- 

all the time. Spike Carlson, senior chemical, did espec- cock p'ans, and perhaps better luck in the matter of 
cially fine work in the second game. Harold Ruf, soph- injuries, the team should be even stronger in 1927 than 

omore civil, played his usual strong defense game as in 1920, 

goal guard, making it very difficult for the Gophers Much of the credit for the fine wrestling team and 
to add tallies to their score. The men were given fine the building up of the sport at Wisconsin goes to 

support too by Whiteside, senior civil, and Carrier, Coach George Hitchcock. He is an adept at the sport 

soph mechanical. The outcome of the games left Wis- himself and has many times received offers to become 

consin tied with Minnesota in the Northern Inter-  @ professional. He devotes all of his time, however, out- 

collegiate Tlockey Association and second to Minnesota side of his instructional work in the College of Engi- 

in the conference, neering, to the coaching of new men and making wrest- 

Just before the last game a captain for next year ling at Wisconsin a better sport, and with marked suc- 

was sclected by the team and this honor fe!l to an engi- — C¢SS. 

necr, William Lidicker, His fast offensive work and OOO 

accurate shots have been outstanding features of the TRACK 

team’s play this year, and he surely deserves the cap- The coming of spring has recalled to life the in- 

taincy. There need be no fear either as to his eligibility terest in track. Indoor work has been carried on for 
for Lidicker was awarded sophomore high honors, some time, but with the arrival of more kindly weather, 

Only a few of the regulars are lost from the team, activities will be pushed harder than ever. It would 

and with likely new men out plus a greater interest seem that track should be no more interesting than 

than cver, due to Coach Iverson’s work, next year’s other sports to engineering 

team should also be a menace to championship con- = students, but it does offer 

tenders. E a better opportunity — for 

— ‘<€ practice. Other sports, such 

ENGINEER’S PLACE IN CONFERENCE SS as football demand the prac- 

WRESTLING MEET tice of all the participants 

Of the five medals brought home from the confer- | Cap together, and with a heavy 
ence individual wrestling tourney held at Purdue, F| all-day schedule the engineer 

three were won by engineers. Cole and O’Laughlin ee — is not easily able to carry 

both won seconds in the 175 and 135 pound classes ra 7 ot. them. Track, however, does 

respectively and Splees, who has been a dependable \ | mot require the presence of 

point winner all season placed fourth in the 158 pound | ™| the entire squad at all times, 

class, after drawing for his first match one of the = ae and individual practice is 

strongest men in his class. In reaching the semi-finals Bemis effective ; hence it is: some- 

in his weight, Cole defeated two former conference Sophomore Miner what more suitable for the 

champions. Captain Lyle Zodtner was very unfortunate engineer. 

in the mect for in the first match he had three ribs Incidentally, there are many engincers that serve to 
cracked, and was thus prevented from placing, This support this conclusion and most of them are highly 
meet concluded a most successful year for Wisconsin, praised by Coach Jones. Ray Erickson, a junior electri- 

in which the Badgers downed the strong Illinois team, Cal, is a shining example of a good student and a very 
the first defeat it had suffered in five years. good half-miler besides. Rex Bemis, a soph miner, 

Following the close of the season, no captain was also runs a nice half miie. Murphy, a very excellent 

elected, as no doubt all the men will strive hard for student, and a sophomore chemical by the way, is a 

the position and the best eligible wrestler may be (Continued on page 256)
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The Ha nte d i 

ESP ere score eran TE OS Ree : 
SE Ge, Cl Serving All Other 

NS CIES) «= une 
EY yy NE SEIN) cect en ueaIN i PACU Gracy Gnoe uaeai) , Industries 

Lee 8g & 7 ica has ing oO. coal and as) hes 
See 4 ought to show a distinct cost 

——— eS ; Le advantage over handling the 
BOM Gee mo 4 pen same materials by hand. 

. Seiya eee i % f This back-breaking job is one 
Ny | fea Dane ES ely yee & |IN ( _ that machinery can do better 

| Hh Oa) PALEY pee eo I nn and cheaper than men. Buckets 
~ Peel ha What eee - and weight larries beat scoops 

mS A DAA a = \ and wheelbarrows. 
ae ( To Ee o 

Be es \ ‘ yang yer 

y bs 4 j y 

3 i. wa Sa a) 

. : Ca daar 0 fama sal 
The Grey Ghost haunts every power house, little or big. ea os a 
He lurks menacingly in every boiler room. Workmen line eee 
despise him. Getting rid of him is a dead expense. sien 

The Grey Ghost rides in with the jolly old Coal. You don’t Rex Gast Iron Pas: Conoeyors in 
. . . he Ple Indi -Michi- see him tumbling out of the car, or in the track hoppers. ian Electric Cons South Bend, in ; ce 3 \ 

You can t locate him in the conveyors, the bins or the ' Our engineering and field forces 
weigh larries. For the Grey Ghost is a spawn of the , have been trained to work out 

: . oe . | the coal and ash handling sys- 
devil and is only waiting to be born in the fire and get | tems that are best for a partic- 
into the ash pit. The Grey Ghost is the ashes that come a vist job. oo 

from merry Old King Coal. great indeseryy eevee pract 
When you think you have him trapped in the ash pit the Sen ae or ee 
trouble commences. Try to get him out of there with- semaisfinished aad Aniehediprod. 

: arr ° ° ucts such as: Coal, coke, ashes, 
out his whirling all over the plant choking the working 4 sand, gravel, wareKousefreight, 
men, getting into the machinery and stinking the whole Sree pate 
place up with brimstone. lumber, fertilizer, foundry sand, 

* . . ° boxes, barrels and progressive 
Getting the hot wet Grey Ghost, with his corrosive sul- assemblies. Its use is almost 
phur content and abrasive ash out of the plant at the least as limitleneias theluse of power, 
expense isa job for experts Whsthes you are a student, a 

* § graduate engineer or a manu- 
: ; 3 it mi ell to in- The Rex Engineers are regular Ghost-Breakers andhave { Gane what, Spechantcal Rane 

the bag of tricks that are needed to lay the Grey Ghost. dling may hold for you. 
A letter will set them at him in your plant. : We will gladly furnish addi- 

: tional information to anyone 

| J Ky - CO \ ? 7 Fa 7 interested. 

ad) . \ ) VV A) : ae y } Ai the Product. 

ms \ EX oof } = > J: ; 4 ‘Manufactured by the 

CHAIN BELT COMPANY Chain Belt Company 
. . are: 

747 Park Street Milwaukee, Wis. Rex Conveyor Machinery for 
Ls handling materials of all kinds. 

‘waa ee Rex Chain for power transmis- 
ee sion or conveying materials. 

ieee oR Rex Concrete Mixers for con- 
an Oe eo ON A struction work. 
ge oA Rex Concrete Pavers for streets 

é ae LOS a) _ ce ( and highways. 
— 4 i % ARR \ ; Rex Power Transmission Equip- 
a eS NEESEOS OSS i ment. ea . 

‘ Fi) _NS_ SSS i Rex Traveling Water Screens. 

L————i—— | LS 
: : a The Chain Belt Company 

7 } and its affiliated organizations 
ww 5 employ approximately 

SS Pe 2,000 mez. 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 
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Car, . A A 
aan This illustration of the Koehring " RE 

1] re escapement type batch meter fp SN RS ON 
Ba ws shows the method by which the 1 m-. |. 

Q) wi — discharge chute is automatically \ mt 
locked as soon as the charge enters 1 ee eee) 
the drum. The Hci chute | ‘ a 
cannot be moved until the regu- | es ae a. | i 
lated mixing time has elapsed, when i = —— a Onpen | 
it automatically releases the dis- i 42 ( et 
charge lever and signals the fact i Aa : ON a 
with a bell. The meter also registers i =e 7 SF 
each batch that enters the drum. ae. ps \ oN | 

Patent Nos. H E Po . WA A 
1,321,460; 1,282,558, 1,338,761. | E fo Wb . fi 

we J Cm te 

2 oe LE 
"THE Koehring Company long ago foresaw | f RS uo Pe 

the value of standardizing concrete,— eo | 3 © “A> oe 

foresaw and provided for it before the tre- ry 4) L\\s  \ yy Hs 
mendous volume used in constructing roads eo Li Ni V4 a | 
and permanent structures made standard- | e) Ve | 
ized concrete a vital necessity. aegis ae econ) 

One of the most important means of in- oa 
suring a uniform strength and quality of onal 
concrete is the Koehring Batch Meter,—a > 
positive means for timing each batch and 
measuring the thoroughness of mix. This  Koehring development is an integral unit 
device, upon being set for the specified mix’ —_ on practically every paving mixer today,—a 
ing period, automatically locks the discharge | Koehring contribution to the industry. 
chute as soon as the drum receives . . . . 

a as t um receives the The Koehring mixer, with the Koehring 
materials; the discharge chute cannot then ‘ : . 

; : . batch meter, Koehring five action re-mix- 
be operated until the full specified mixing = . 3 
time has elapsed ing principle, and the Koehring automatic 

ee water measuring tank, provides the most 
Every state highway department requires, positive mechanical means yet developed 
in its specifications for concrete highway for producing standardized concrete of un- 
construction, the use of batch meters. This varying uniformity. 

KOEHRING COMPANY 
PAVERS, MIXERS — GASOLINE SHOVELS, CRANES. DRAGLINES 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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ENGINEERING REVIEW A A YVret Rares eh 
" : NMijton SUE RYO = SS el FN yy ako 

/ (¢ outinued from page 242) ager DY al, aaa garg. 

border, and irrigating a total of 700,000 acres instead MAKERS OF POWDERS SINCE 1802 

of the 400,000 acres now under irrigation. Mae gy weit Agate 

The necessity for flood control is obvious. To ie & é ane) ae sii gi 
those familiar with the behavior of the Colorado River * ate Se eS 
it is believed that the Pescadoro Cut Off, an artificial toe AR —" ; — or 

deflection of the river completed two years ago and ag RREEE - Sates ee ae 
now a security against floods, may not serve its purpose ge ee ee ee oe 
for more than a total of 15 years. At the end of that * eg ores een A ge 

i asi 5 i = YO hit LEBEL OO AGE VO age period the basin may become silted and filled, the etl Se e ES ge pie 
‘ : ed ae . OREN SIS tS SNE Cog BEE 

amount of silt being deposited in it annually amounting ae ee EE : P ; ; ‘ Be aa EE is 
to 100,000 acre feet. The river will then return to its ,, Htbaycibe fick oes * i ae 

old channel, again threatening life and destroying rid de Por pow hale? 
property. the Obio 5 i 

The total cost of the proposed Boulder Canyon pro- 

ject, including the building of the dam, erection of 

power plant, extension of transmission lines and con- C O N T R O L 

struction of the All-American canal, is estimated at 

$200,000,000._ The actual expenditure necessary to Chemical control is superseding rule-of- 
complete the works may run as high as one-half the thumb methods a ancasty: 4 she, the 
cost of the Panama Canal. Whether or not it is first du Pont powder was made nearly a 

: : « century and a quarter ago—chemistry 
practical, at any cost, to divert through tunnels in the was not an exact science. 

Boulder Canyon walls, such a body of water as flows Today, the chemical engineer with the vast re- 
down the Colorado River long enough to build this sources of modern science at his disposal controls 

production from raw material to finished product. 
huge structure, whether a mass of _ Masonry unap- To chemical control, through research and experi- 

proached in the history of engineering is practical, ment, is due that unvarying quality which makes 
ss . . . : the ‘Du Pont Oval" a symbol of excellence every- 

whether it is possible to give more than an intelligent here. 

guess at the cost, are problems that must be definitely Under theduPontnameispublished a practical and | 
i justi > i i authoritative work—the ‘Blasters’ Handbook.” settled in order to justify the Government in assuming it is being used by instructors and. students in 

such a heavy financial obligation. many of our leading rechriical pinsditutions 
San ct: ‘ throughout the country. A copy of the ‘‘Blasters’ 

—Engineering Age. Handbook" will be sent free upon request. 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC. 
DEFLECTION OF 40 INCH WALL UNDER PRESSURE Explosives Department 

OF FINGER CAN BE MEASURED BY NEW DEVICE Wilmington, Delaware 
The amount of deflection of a masonry wall 40 inches 

thick under the pressure of one finger can be measured 

by an instrument recently constructed by C. G. Peters 
of the bureau of Standards. If one looks into the eye. as, 

piece while some one else walks across the floor, the {) ao 
. . t / a Today, du Pont bigh 

deflection is apparently so great that one would suppose a egploavis wid 9 deh 
the whole building to be swaying back and forth as “toy gol cre the safety 

FA i of navigation on owe 
though made of cardboard. fg, 3 | AS great inland waterways 

The instrument makes use of the interference of g, F iS ee ? pepe TT 
light waves and is very simple in construction. . A ee A Oe 
glass plate is fastened to the wall of the buiiding. A le a Sa ee ee Mensa, 

i : : a fy RIE POOR EGE Bo ER Another plate is mounted close to this first plate in { "sat leg Ae es ne Ae mat eos 
the tube of the instrument. Part of the light from a Bee Boe a we 7. ie REE, 
helium tube passes through the plate in the instrument. he saccoana Waan Sia MTV cc eee cee 

The interference of these two sets of light rays causes 2 ema ne ENTE we 
. . _ RS — —_ SPT ERL e light and dark bands to appear in the field of the eye = RUNES RS BNE 

piece. When the distance between the two plates is Se a eee ane pee TESS 
changed the bands move across the field. Motion equal eee eerie See 
to the distance between two dark bands represents § ——— se 
a deflection of about one hundred thousandth of an inch. ‘ 123 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP 

You will get an uncommon reward for an uncommon IN THE SERVICE OF INDUSTRY 
effort, but only the effort will get you anything. TL LS TET EST
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HOW COME MATHEMATCS 

f (Continued from page 230) 

i, In optics, Newton solved the problem of the rainbow. 

aa gine een ae iether yeas, NeWwEoD ieiiined fe his attempts 

oD iy? aes to explain the moon’s motion by means of assumed 

pad Ae : influence of gravitation. In 1687 he published his mon- 
ee eS ee SN ental Principia Philosophe Naturalis Mat. tc 

Sar w iid pleas bee bacnos ie 2 mann, WON Ga 
‘s ; est mathematical achievement was the invention of the 

"i : TAS heipinal Unie. infinitesimal calculus. Newton was mild mannered, al- 

i Speed 2 1861-2 by ways shrinking from publicity and controversy. 

al esbineriay De teeh at The argument which arose between the friends of 

| fie Brose sharps Newton and his great contemporary G. G. Leibnitz as 
a a to the priority in the invention of the calculus caused 

f ; the greatest mathematicians of the age to take the 

field. Statesmen and kings contributed an auxiliary 

— = force to settle the argument, but after two hundred 

years have elapsed, a verdict has not yet been pro- 
A Machine that lightened nounced. In studying the controversy after nearly 150 

ycars have extinguished personal feelings and allayed 

man’s burden of toil national jea'ousies, the following results have been ob- 

tained: First, that Newton first invented the method of 

EFORE the middle of the nineteenth century fluxions, that the method was incomplete in its notation, 
B much of the work done in the metal working and that the fundamental principle of it was not pub- 
shops was hard, slow hand work. The results were lished until 1687, nearly twenty years after he had in- 

rarely accurate. A striking example of these toilsome vented it; second, that Leibnitz communicated to New- 

methods was the making of twist drills. Until 1861 ton in 1677 his differential calculus, with a complete 

the flutes were filed in the drills by hand with a rat-tail system of notation, and that he published it in 1684, 

| file! three years before the publication of Newton’s Method. 

f An increased demand for drills in 1860 spurred Leibnitz was born in Leipsic in 1646, taking his doc- 

the inventive genius of Joseph R. Brown, one of the tor’s degree at 20, and was immediately offered a 

founders of the Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., and in professorship. He founded the Academy of Science at 
1861-2 he built the Universal Milling Machine. Berlin, and was an organizer of similar bodies at 

Spiral milling was at last made possible, and the flutes St. Petersburg (Pertograd), Dresden, and Vienna. But 

of the drills were milled on this machine accurately, for the overshadowing genius of Newton, Leibnitz’ 
at a tremendous saving in time and, especially, labor. contribution to science might have been greater than 

Hundreds of other uses were soon found forthis ff | it was; it was Leibnitz who gave to the differential 
remarkable calculus the form and notation out of which our own 
machine. Ithas_ ff \ has grown. 
relieved the [*}®}—_——_@ a — 

machinist of it ea ATHLETICS 
much toil as its re fencer (Continued from page 252) 

usefulness in- i. eee wi iE va ams ‘ promising hurdler. There is little Zola, junior chemical, 

creased along | c ge who is an earnest worker and has performed remark- 

with its contin- at a) fis ably well in the cross country and one mile events, 

ual improve- Oe : oe and has also aided materially to the success of his 

ment. The ay a ae relay team. Stowe, another sophomore chemical, com- 

modern Brown am petes in the quarter mile, and Zilisch, junior civil, is 

& Sharpe Mill- | : ea a fair hurdler. 
ing Machine is - FI i Our track team is not very evenly balanced this 
one of the most Hs : : year, thanks to the scythe of ineligibility. Although 
versatile of all ae ee we are woefully weak in the pole vault, we still have 
the machine "A Modern the versatile McGinnis, who can be and generally is 

tools. Brown & Sharpe Universal Milling Machine pressed into service in this event. Captain Kennedy 

and Vic Chapman need little introduction, but cer- 
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO. tainly deserve all the praise that can be given to any 

PROVIDENCE, R.L., U.S.A. two such dependable point-getters. In spite of all this 

adversity, Coach Jones has more than succeeded in 

- - (Continued on page 260)
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‘ 4 : x eS Mag I 
| > a. 1 * ; 

ae ig eee | ' 

aS : oS ig J Modern air-operated rock drill driving 
\ 2 acrosscut through heavy ground in an 

Ou | iron mine. 

Noe tN 
e's | Pioneering and Engineering 

AIR AND GAS 

COMPRESSORS In 1871 Simon Ingersoll, the father of the present Ingersoll- 
ROCK DRILLS Rand Company, brought out his first rock drill. Ingersoll- 
DRILL SHARPENERS Rand, the pioneer, is now the world’s leading manufacturer of 
PNEUMATIC TOOLS compressed air machinery. 
TIE TAMPERS By constantly utilizing the latest advances in engineering, by 

CAMERON PUMPS selecting the best materials, by maintaining high quality of 
workmanship, and by standing behind its machines with 

VACUUM PUMPS efficient service, Ingersoll-Rand Company has broadened its Ip 
CONDENSERS field and has increased its usefulness to industry. 
AIR LIFT PUMPS I-R rock drills and pneumatic tools are used in mines, quar- | 
AIR HOISTS ries, and tunnels; in oil prospecting ; and in general contracting | 

OIL & GAS ENGINES work of every description. 
OIL-ELECTRIC I-R air compressors are available in a great variety of sizes 
LOCOMOTIVES and for many different pressures. I-R gas compressors are used 

for booster stations and for the extraction of gasoline from 
ery natural gas. 

I-R heavy oil engines are reducing the cost of power. In 
steam power plants I-R vacuum pumps and condensers are 

INGERSOLL-RAND CO. maintaining high vacua. 
11 Broadway - New York City The oil-electric locomotive is the latest triumph of I-R 
Offices in principal cities the world over pioneering and engineering.
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THE ENGINEER AND STREAM POLLUTION : me : : : 
. water will actually retain in solution is less in warm 

(Continued from. page 230) than in cold weather being about 14 parts per million 
phere increases due to what may be termed a differ- 2: Qoc, and 9 at 20°C. On the other hand biological 

ence in potential. If depletion proceeds to such an extent,  xidation or decomposition of organic wastes is more 

however, that the oxygen is entirely used up, septic or rapid in warm weather so that the oxygen demand for 
putrefactive conditions prevail, green plants die, and inj. purpose is greater, Furthermore, the tolerance of 

fish life becomes extinct and anaerobic organisms Pre- fish is greater in cold than in warm weather and 

dominate. Later, however, due to aeration and other greater amounts of oxygen are required by the fish 

sources of oxygen, the stream may recover from this non the qwatee de swarin, 

condition, a surplus of oxygen may be available and due 
to the fertilizing value of the nitrates formed by oxi- Solving the Problem 

dation or nitrification of the wastes, plant life may In attacking the problem of stream pollution and 

return to normal or become even more luxuriant than industrial waste disposal, consideration should be given 
formerly. With the more abundant plant life, fish to, and a study made of the following subjects: 

may be as abundant or more abundant than formerly. (1) Sources of pollution—both municipal and indus- 

due to the additional food supply and gradually the — trial, 

stream may return to practically its normal condi- (2) Classification and analyses of the different 

tion. wastes; also the feasibility of separating them into 
The normal change or natural purification outlined their respective classes, 

above, however, may be interfered with if the stream (3) Careful measurements of the volume and flow 

receives additional pollution. Plant “A” may discharge of the various classes of wastes, 

“ certain amount of Wastes mts) @ Stredm. With (only (4) Local conditions with reference to treatment, 
partial reduction of the dissolved oxygen of the water . Juditig topography, soil conditions, character of built 

so that objectionable conditions are not created. If me § fp oe * h ich ha infl 

the distance or time of flow between is such that the up area and other factors that me fave aa anila- 
5 «ax ence upon any treatment plant installed. 

stream recovers from the effect of pollution from “A . : . 

before it reaches “B”, plant “B” may discharge a (5) Stream flow particularly during dry periods, al- 
like amount of waste without causing objectionable pol- though consideration may also be given to impound- 

lution, but if “C” should later install a similar plant 8 Projects for storage of flood water for utilization 
between “A” and “B” so that the stream does not ‘uring low normal flow. 
recover from the effects of pollution from “A” before (6) The character of the stream above and below 

the discharge of wastes from “C” the combined effect the outlet, falls, rapids, ponding and other data that 

may be detrimental and when, to this combined effect May have any effect upon its purifying power. 

the wastes from “B” below are added, the pollution (7) Available literature to determine previous work 

will become even more objectionable. Under such con- done in treatment of the various contributing wastes 

ditions the people are apt to attribute the whole cause of | under consideration. 

the objectionable conditions to plant “C” because such (8) Industrial processes contributing wastes to de- 

conditions did not exist till it was placed in operation. termine whether practical processes have been devel- 
In reality, however, each plant may be contributing an oped for the recovery of valuable by-products that 

equal amount of pollution. would minimize the pollution and produce a revenue 
Experiments and studies by the United States Public to the industry that would wholly or partly cover the 

Health Service on the Ohio River indicate a gradual expenses of treatment. 

reduction in the bacteriological pollution of a stream (9) Treatment processes that may be applicable and 

from domestic sewage or other sources, so that approx- unless definite data are available from other installa- 
imately 90% of the bacteria are removed in about 100 tions, an experimental plant should be installed and op- 
hours flow, the reduction being more a factor of time erated to determine the practicability of various methods 
than distance. before the installation or development of any final 

The phenomena of natural purification of streams plant. 

must be taken into consideration in the practical and (10) Finally, a complete and final solution of the 

economical disposal of wastes. If the volume of flow problem of stream pollution can be reached only by 

is adequate and the distance so great that the effect of close co-operation on the part of engineers, state and 

one source of pollution is eliminated before additional  feqeral officials and industries, since all are concerned 
pollution is added to the stream, less complete treat- not only in the question of waste disposal but in the 

ment may be required. A careful study of stream flow practical and economical development and_ utilization 

and local conditions are, therefore, necessary. Of natural. Fesourees. 

Climatic Conditions ee 

Climatic conditions have a very material influence “To select well among old things is almost equal to 

upon stream pollution. The amount of oxygen that inventing new ones.” —Trublet.
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1 TIN 5 SS ED 
INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING CODES. —————oO____ 

In order to protect workers from accidents and eye . . CRANE VALVES ? : 

sight damage, no less than five states, New York, “sw “a ane 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Oregon have vw in ‘ AYN 

force lighting codes for industrial establishments. Other 

states are now considering the adoption of an industrial J 

lighting code, and it seems only a question of time when ahha 

all the states will adopt such a code. | 

Proper lighting of work places is not only of great ——— 

importance to the operators working therein, directly | j iE 

affecting their safety and eyesight, but it is a factor of ee i er 
equal importance to the employer, as quality and quantity | ie 
of output are deciding factors of profit or loss in the | ' 

operation of the plant. | SP siuiaiii = 
| ; a Gq 

The introduction to the Wisconsin code reads as fol- f | 
lows: “Insufficient and improperly applied illumination is [| ses a) 
a prolific cause of industrial accidents. In the past few \ y 209 
years numerous investigators, studying the cause of ac- | U : r 

cidents, have found that the accident rate in plants with | . 

poor lighting is higher than similar plants which are well 

illuminated. Factories which have installed approved light- 

ing have expevienced reductions in their accidents which F l 

are very gratifying. or our mutud progress 

“Of even greater importance, poor lighting impairs 

vision. Because diminution of eyesight from this cause . ‘ . . : 

is gradual, it may take the individual years to become Indaring, imagination and orig- 

aware ob te / inality no other country has 
“This makes it all the more important to guard against 

the insidious effects of dim illumination, of glaring light produced the equal of the en- 

sources shining in the eyes, of flickering light, of sharp : a $ & 

shadows, of glare reflected from polished parts of work. | gincers trained In our Ameri 

To conserve the eyesight of the working class is a distinct can technical colleges. A 

economic gain to the state, but regardless of that, humani- ‘ 

tarian considerations demand it. | definite part of the Crane serv- 

“Finally, inadequate illumination decreases the pro- ice policy is to anticipate the 

duction of the industries of the state, and to that extent, i . , 

the wealth of its people. Factory managers who have | achievements of the nation’s 

installed improved illumination, are unanimous in the con- | : 

viction that better lighting increases production and de- future engineers. Crane men 

creases spoilage.” everywhere are always glad to 
The Wisconsin Commission has adopted a rule to the h id : h d 

effect that, “diffusive or refractive window glass shall be exchange 1de€as wit students 

used for the purpose of improving day light conditions and instructors. Contact with 

or for the avoidance of eye strain, wherever the location . 

of the work is such that the worker must face large you undergraduates is always 
window areas, through which excessively bright light may : sus 

nt times enter the building.” welcomed. In 103 major cities 

A glass is now available which meets the above re- of the United States, Crane has 

quirements. It properly diffuses the light and prevents . "Le 

sun glare passing into the building and is known as established Exhibit Rooms 

Factrolite. where valves, fittings, and steam 
Engineers of to-day are making a thorough study of . ‘ . 1 

illumination, so that they may be able to plan and lay specialties are on disp ay. 

out industrial plants, to scientifically increase their 

efficiency to as near the maximum as possible. This ac- 

complished the engineer is not only doing something worth 

while for his employer, but is doing quite as much for 

himself by coming into prominence with modern ideas. 

If you are interested in the distribution of light Aibdvesd aU anquaries tw Crane: Cis, Chicage 

through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laborator, GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 

iii eal an ee dee Chagas Meo Ter doo Gijy 
San Franciscoand Montreal 

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, Works: Chicago, Bridgett Be ton oon ee Trenton, 

- CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MEXICO CITY, SHANGHAL 
220 Fifth Avenue, CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL 

CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON 
St. Louis. New York. Chicage SPICRANE UT ARISs BEUSSERS 

No. 8, ————— 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR MAKING GRAPHS : above or below the chart, in inverted pyramid form. 
(Continued from page 231) If, on account of blueprinting it is desired to have 

contrasting weights or types of lines serve well for the title on the tracing, vertical capitals seem most ap- 
identification. Too light a line should not be used, propriate. The various lines should be carefully cen- 
however, as it may be lost in the scale lines, especially tered. A box may be ruled about the title as illustrated. 
where they coincide or are parallel. If several curves Care should be taken not to have the lines of the box 
start from the zero point a solid black mass at their coincide with or too close to the scale lines. An 
convergence may be avoided by stopping all but the easy method is to letter up the title sketchily in pencil 
outer ones a short distance away, or by tapering the on a separate sheet, and then center each line separately 
lines to obscure white spaces between them. The use on the tracing in the exact location desired. 
of various types of points to identify curves of equal For the curve captions, or the legend, if the former 
weight docs not seem to be so satisfactory as varied are not used, vertical small letters or lower case are 
types of lines with small open circles of equal size. peculiarly fitted. The scale designations and numerals 
Crosses, squares, triangles and what-not waste time — look well in slant, tho they too may be vertical. Guide 
and are hard to make uniform in size and shape. lines should be used in both rows and columns to in- 

The designation of each curve should preferably be sure accurate alignment in every respect. Even the di- 
lettered along the curve itself, even twice if the curves  gits of the scale numerals should be in exact columnar 
are long and intertwined. Another method is to draw order. These should be outside the border, unless a 
a sample of each line with the designation following, double scale is needed, in which case one column can be 
in orderly arrangement in the most vacant corner. inside, or preferably, on the right side if space per- 
Numbers may be used in a similar manner, Scale mits. All figures and letters should be open in form or 
Ines should not be drawn thru lettering or open cir- they will close up when reduced. 
cles. This is easily avoided by drawing the scale lines For best results the reduction should be not. less 

last, and stopping them close to and at an equal dis- than two thirds the original, and better only one-half 
tance from all lines of lettering. Soft pencil stop lines size, Skill and experience are required to make an orig- 

will insure uniformity, inal for large reduction, as some lettering is apt to be 
The types of letters used should be few, and these too small to be readily legible, and light line and small 

of simple form but carefully executed. The main title circles may fade out entirely. 
and figure number are usually set up in type, either An analysis of first class examples of lettering in 

HH — A plications indicates that the printed height of lower 
F114 nt tt tt th tt ttn —n—n—— Case Jetter such as “n” or “o” should be between 1/20 

and 1/16 inch in height. Smaller letters are difficult 

: : to read, and larger look coarse. Good results are secured 

BROWN’S by making them 3/32 inches high on original draw- 

: : ings for one-half reduction, and in the same propor- 

RENTAL LIBRARY ! tion for larger or smaller reductions. Capitals and fig- 

: ures should be 5/32 inches high for one-half reduc- 

L tion, Lettering for titles may be larger and in bold 

i L face. 

i | A common belief is that rough lines and lettering will 
j for only 3c a day, you can keep i smooth out when reduced. Though this is true to a lim- 

i posted on all the new fiction. i ited extent, especially with large reductions, a rough 

i . i line will still be rough, and may even appear more so 

i Over 450 titles to choose from i if great care is not taken in the etching. Only the 

i —all 1924, 1925, and 1926 pub- i best work will insure uniformly fine results, 

! lications. New titles being added ! 
| ! ATHLETICS 
| constantly. i ’ 
i i (Continued from page 256) 

| { his develoment of the team, as may well be evidenced 
| | by our victories in the quadrangular meet at Evanston 

NO DEPOSIT | and over the strong Notre Dame aggregation. And 

| | so we may certainly look forward to further conquests 

| | in the slowly approaching Spring season. i Brown. Book: Shop ‘Y appro ig opring 

| ce en ie of one man that bri i i Jé-6 snot the work of one man that brings us to the 
i i goal, is the everlasting team work of every bloomin’ 
Fetes iting, — SOUL! —Kipling.
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The Explosives Engineer 
Devoted to the Technology of Drilling, Blasting, 
Loading and Transportation of Coal, Ore and Stone 

wr more profitable in- _ pleted. will utilize a part of Nia- 
vestment can you make _ gara’s wasted energy. “Mining 

than to spend slightly less than _ for Oil” describes a new process 
three centsamonthfora wealth — of extracting petroleum from oil 
of practical, usable information sands. And, of course, a Blaster 
for the improvement of drilling, —_ Billcartoon andthe usual biblio- 
blasting, and allied operations — graphy of all articles on drilling 
contained in each issue of The and blasting and a list of new 
Explosives Engineer? patents, digested from the tech- 

In April, for instance, there is neal (snes (ot asa wastle, 
an article by E. H. Johnson on = Our new subscription rate— 

“ “Blasting Coal for Mechanical Three Years for One Dollar 2 
g Loading,” which coversthissub-  —1S less than might reasonably G 
© ject clearly and thoroughly. be asked, but professors tell us i 

: Those interested in hard rock they, would like to have their J 
mining will find in ‘Mining ™ining and engineering stu- | 

Methods of The Cresson Gold dents read The Explosives En- 
Mining Company” some prac- _-gimeer regularly. Therefore, we 
tical explosives data. The con- have gone as far as we could to 
struction engineer of the mcourtage this. | 
Queenston-Chippewa hydro- — Just write your name on the 
electriccanaltellsaboutthatun- coupon below. Ifyou mail it now 
usual project which, when com- —_- you will not miss the next issue. | 

THE EXPLOSIVES ENGINEER 
WILMINGTON Published Monthly DELAWARE 

Tue Expiosives ENGINEER SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
941 DeLaware Trust Bupe. United States—3 yrs. $1.00; 1 yr. $0.50 
Wimineton, Deraware Other Countries—3 yrs. 2.00; 1 yr. 1.00 

I am enclosing $1.00 for a 3 years’ subscription to The Explosives Engineer, to begin with the current 

issue, if it is not already exhausted. (This rate applies only to the United States.) 

INEM C ers acernie eipiece9ceie cesoieaiererminse esmiewieieiererenese © ieseiezaie eietlehe mueleserese eieunie enmancacarate sietose exezeeieseie.eiereserereers 

CONEGC is. vias gewerews sews esiewewierne wens suatewieces saree See wierEle SiS MLELSIRIELS CWO ENS SINE wielete SOS 

Conse. seasceenens ceewsen eens sess sea wens ¢ CIA6S; casas eons soy veew tae eae ees Koes 

GHEY ou cme eeeie 28% bods Ee ees Sais tees ¢ Stabs cc. c.ccs vees Sokecws toes SERS oe5 aes wees 

be EE EEE ad 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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ee —————— E ye Ree iil Ve ae 
KEYSTONE SS ; ow x 4 an, dghn A-Rocblings EL 

: : VG ons Company | | Steel Sheets that Resist Rust! ier i trenton “were devecy : 
The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust. % ys & o 
It is successfully combated by the use of pro- pit >, Be 
tective coatings, or by scientific alloying to re- 3 r ye a > ¥ be 
sist corrosion. Well made steel alloyed with I [ Nee 
Copper gives maximum endurance. Insist upon ea ! . AW oe Se 

RI 5 VAI / \ hae 1 | W | Ny é A 

Aa 4, CO) oe 
SHO 4) Sa) eh My us 

i + alt WD» “ R R e e 2 iy. oe ie Wp : 
ust-Kesisting OV, Bet 

r \ £0 ey Uitiy) : fae 
\ ik d em : Copper Steel ey " x 
i oS Ce Be. 

moe Roebling 

ee S “=. Wire Rope 
is used where equipment is purchas- 

Bioek ek Colocenizedl ed.on the basis of lowest ultimate 
ack and Galvanise gost over a long pened of years~ | 

‘i ilons jue , Send your rope problems to us 
: i ON ili "It for solution 5 

Ak geese 4 Serge ; 
vk (QPS, I KEYSTONE #f osco* i 

] SEB see & Uhiy he 
we We, a | i 

Ni) eb ren ed 2 iN 
“WON == Quality eee Hep” } AQEEUMI Sa Service eee" S A , 

Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof- rs 
ing, siding, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks, and TR Uae 
all uses to which sheet metal is adapted—above or below 
the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manu- The Standard 
facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth, for Rubber Insulation 
and Keyst C Steel Sheets and Tin Plates. and’ Keystone Copper ice He nearly half a century the name OKONITE 

Black Sheets for all purposes has been recognized in the electrical industry 
Keystone Copper Steel Sheets as being synonymous with quality. 
Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets OxonirTEe insulation is a rubber compound con- 
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets taining never less than 30% by weight (over 60% 
Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock by volume) of wild, dry, Up River Fine Para 
Formed Roofing and Siding Products Rubber with no admixture of low grade rubber, re- 
Automobile Sheets—all grades claimed rubber or rubber substitutes. 
Electrical Sheets, Special Sheets All products bearing the OxonITE trade mark 
Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock carry with them our unconditional guarantee of 
Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Ete. excellence and unvarying reliability. 

Our Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and Oxont!TE is made in but one grade. are particularly euited to the requirements of the mining, engineering, and general 
construction fields. Sold by leading metal merchants. Write nearest District Office, 

— The Okonite Company 
American Sheet and Tin Plate Company The Okonite-Callender Cable Co., Inc. General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. Factories, PASSAIC, N. J. PATERSON, N. J. 

SS District SAEs OF F1CES Sales Offices: New ork, Chicago, Pitts! y is, Ey Chicago Cincinnati | Denver .. | Detroit |New Orleans New York “Betas, Hen WBlanciawe as “angeles, Beatie, Waal 
Piucific Const Renrescataives: UNH BU SIAT HS STEEL PRODOcTS Co.,San Francisco Rettingell Andrews Co.s Boston, Mass. 

Export Representatives: UNITED States SreEL Propucrs Co., New York City MA FD. Lawrence Elec. Co. Cincinnati,0, GON 
SSS eee eee i Canadian Representatives: Engineering Materials Ltd., Montreal aSSS==E=EEEE»_—_—— Cuban Representatives ; Victor G- Mendoza Co., Havana 
ii in 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Loomis never dreamed St OA Z vy ~~ 

he’d make a salesman Lee os Aap ee 
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E. W. Loomis started z ek oer 
—rr——”—CO ee” 

life as a farmer boy—a || 9 | |*\58 iy 

real “dirt” farmer—as did c_ — Sa as a 
: ow) eee 

his parents and grand- | lhe 
: og RE 

parents before him. Chl a question is sometimes asked: Where do young men get when 

Ne | they enter a large industrial organization? Have they opportunity 

Across the corn fur- _. a to exercise creative talents? Or are they forced into narrow grooves? 

rows, however, he would £ : This series of advertisements throws light on these questions. Each ad- 

ech sishe th dof TW LOOMIS vertisement takes up the record of a college man who came with the West- 

caren. sig OR, € Boe e __ inghouse Company within the last ten years or so, after graduation. 

the only kind of engineer 

a farmer boy of that day saw—a even better than you do elec- manager of the Industrial Divi- 

civilengineer—andacivilengineer tricity and engineering, why not sion of the New York Office — 

Loomis determined he would be. go in for the sale of electrical charged with responsibility for 

At Delaware University, how- | apparatus?” Loomis liked the the sale of Westinghouse appa- 

ever, he got a job in the elec- idea—came to Westinghouse— __ratus to all industrial customers 

trical laboratory—he also waited took the student course—then in New York State and in the 

table, played football, wrestled, off to the New York Office asa northern half of New Jersey. 

was commissary of the Commons, “cub” salesman. Loomis has fifty-two men 

ran the battalion and did a num- He worked—he always had— — working under his direction. It | 

ber of other things, besides both on the farm and in college. is barely eleven years since the 

studying electrical engineering. In three years he was head of a wise old professor remarked to 

One day a kindly professor said section of the industrial sales de- | him—‘Consider selling; it’s a 

to him——“You understand men partment. By 1922 he was promising field.” 

Westinghouse 
W) J 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 
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On an East Indian farm, where the crop is tea, a 
wooden plow turns up the rich black soil. A 
woman drives, another woman pulls—and a black 
ox pulls beside her. 

Six hours under a tropical sun, a bowl of cold rice 

—and six hours more. Then the woman goes to her 

bed of rushes, and the beast to his mud stall. 

Tomorrow will be the same. 

The American home has many conveniences. But 
many American women often work as hard as their 

Oriental sisters. They toil at the washtub, they 

The electric light, the elec- carry water, they churn by hand—all tasks which 
tric iron, the vacuum cleaner we . 

—the use of electricity on electricity can do for them at small cost, in half 
the farm for pumping water, h . 
for milking, and for the the time. 
cream separator—are help- 
ing t ke life happier. : cqtqegs . 
Genesal Electric research The labor-saving possibilities of electricity are 
a cage h eenaena constantly becoming more widely recognized. And 
ences possible. the social significance of the release of the American 

A new series of G-E adver- woman from physical drudgery, through the increas- 
tisements showing what . a . . 
electricity is doing in many ing use of electricity in and about the home, will 
fields will be sent on request. = 
Ask for booklet GEK-18. appeal instantly to every college man and woman. 

7-71DH 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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